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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

REACTOR FUELS AND MATERIALS
CHEMISTRY RESEARCH:

July 1976-September 1977

ABSTRACT

This report describes research and development activities
coan. cted in support of fast-reactor programs during the period
July 1976 - September 1977. Reactor safety studies were directed
ptruiarily toward obtaining high-temperature physical property data
for use in reactor safety analyses. Spectroscopic data and an
oxygen-potential model were used to calculate thermodynamic prop-
erties applicable to the equations of state of (U,Pu)02 and U02.
Work was continued on the compilation of standard sets of property
data on reactor fuels and materials. The viscosity of molten
alumina and the thermal diffusivity of molten U02 were measured as
functions of temperature. Modeling and chemical-interaction studies
related to post-accident heat removal were conducted.

The efforts in sodium technology supported the LMFBR program.
Studies were conducted to explore the feasibility of upgrading the
quality of commercial-grade sodium and sodium from decomissioned
reactors to provide new sources of reactor-grade sodium. Work was
started on the development of methods for disposal of contaminated
alkali-metal wastes. In work related to tritium, a model was de-
veloped to describe the behavior of tritium in an LMFBR, tritium
permeation through steam-generator materials was measured, and an
in-sodium tritium meter was developed and tested in reactor
environments.

Work in the area of fuels and materials chemistry was conduct-
ed in support of the GCFR program. Portions of the cesium-uranium-
oxygen phase diagram were investigated to aid in understanding the
reaction of fission-product cesium with urania blanket material,
particularly in relation to axial gas flow in vented GCFR fuel pins.
Data on the oxidation of vanadium, niobium, and titanium were as-
sessed to determine the suitability of these materials for use in
controlling oxidative attack of stainless steel cladding.

1
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SUMMARY

I. REACTOR SAFETY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY STUDIES

Analysis and Estimation of Property Data

Equation of State of (U,Pu)02. Thermodynamic properties of the vapor
species UO, U02 , U0 3 , PuO, and Pu02 can be calculated by applying statistical
mechanics to spectroscopic data on molecular energy levels. This approach has
the advantage of giving accurate thermodynamic functions over the entire temp-
erature range of interest in computer simulation of a hypothetical core-dis-
ruptive accident (HCDA). An overview is given of this approach including a
discussion of some of the limitations involved. Thermodynamic functions for
PuO at 6000 K are also presented.

Equation of State of U02. An equation for the free energy of formation
of U02 (i) is derived. By the use of this equation, a new calculational method
for estimating consistent values for the vapor pressure of a liquid compound
has been applied to uranium dioxide. Equations for the partial pressures of
all vapor species and values of the liquid density to the critical point are
presented.

Compilation and Evaluation of Property Data. A sumary of a preliminary
set of recommended property values for Th, ThO2, and ThCI as well as for the
corresponding uranium compounds is given.

High-Temperature Physical Property Measurements

Matrix-Isolation Spectroscopy. An apparatus has been developed for
matrix-isolation studies of toxic materials. This apparatus has been used
to study the infrared absorption spectra of plutonium oxides and nitrides.
The vibrational spectra of matrix-isolated Pu0, Pu02, PuN, and PuN2 have been
identified and analysed; pertinent molecular properties have been derived.
Both the Pu02 and PuN2 molecules are linear. These data will provide essential
input for the calculation of thermodynamic functions at high temperatures.

Viscosity of Molten Crramics. Viscosity data are needed on molten ceren-
ice in the analysis of cove-containment and hest-removal problems associated
with hypothetical core-disruptive accidents. A description is given of equip-
ment developed to measure high-temperature viscosities using the oscillating-
cylinder technique. Experimental values for the viscosity of molten alumins
are presented.

Thermal Diffusivity of Molten UO0. The thermal diffusivity of molten U02
was measured by the modulated electron-beau technique. A thin 02 layer was
contained in a tungsten cell which, after degassing, was welded ahut to avoid
material loss and vapor interference. The cell was mounted in a venac ehoer
and heated with high-energy electron beams which Iminged en both faces of the
cell. The power of the top electron beam was then varied sinmidally. there-
by producing a modulated temperature wave is the cell. The time required for
this wave to pac through the cell, expressed as a phase shift, wse then
related to the thermal diffusivity of the sagle.
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Post-Accident I'i*;,t Rvmoval

Modeling. One of the parameters needed in studies of post-accident heat
removal iq the time required to melt through the reactor vessel following a
core-disruptive accident. A computer code, DEBRIS, has been written which
models heat transfer from the fuel debris to the steel barrier and sodium
both before and after dry-out, and the subsequent melting of the steel layer.
Application of this code to calculations of melt-through for FFTF is described.

Interition StudicH. Graphite is being considered for use in fast
reactor n ai stable barrier against core debris in the event of a hypotheti-
cal core-disruptive accident. Adequate modeling of the behavior of graphite
under such conditions requires knowledge of chemical processes which may
occur. Accordingly, interaction of graphite, uaV, and stainless steel has
been studied as a function of temperature, amount of steel, extent of con-
tact of the reactants, and type ot graphite. Studies involving the inter-
action of Na20 and Na2CO3 with U02 , stainless steel, and Th02 are also
described.

II. Sup IL'M TECHNOLOGY

Conversion of Comercial-Grade Sodium to Reactor-Grade Sodium

A process for removing calcium from comercial-grade sodium at the
reactor site is being developed. Various calcium removal techniques have
been tested on samples of well-characterised comercial-grade sodium. These
techniques include formation and retention of Ca0 in a packed column of 3a20
or a packed alumina bed, graphite-contacting for removal of potassium and
calcium, and molten-salt contacting to remove Ca0 particles by preferrential
wetting. The molten-salt-contacting and the alumina-reaction techniques
were the most effective.

The sodium amalgam that results from the production of chlorine in brine
cells is a potential source of metallic sodium. Tekkoshe Co. Ltd. in Japan
currently produces both comercial-grade and reactor-grade sodium on a large
scale using this process. A paper study has been dome to examine the techni-
cal feasibility of modifying chlorine cells for production of reactor-grade
sodium. This, study indicated a required selling price for sodium produced
by this method of '40.44/lb ($0.97/kg). The current selling price for
reactor grade sodium produced by the Doms Process is $0.34/lb. ($0.76/kg).

Reuser ti IAFBR Sodium Coolant

Analysis of sodium from the nrico Fermi Reactor wee done to determine
the available-carboa costent of the sodium. The sodium was analysed, to
determine its suitability for rense as reactor oolamt. The available-
carbom contest ws determined by equilibrating metal tabs with the sodium at
750"C. and them amalysing for carbon. the conostratiom of available carbon
in Fermi Sodium was ford to be 3N ppb throughout the tests. Analyses of
cold-trap precipitates and drumbottem sles wee capleted to supplement
the results.
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1)1ipo a 1_ of Rad unctivr A ka.1"I- MvtaI WaJyI

Processes are being developed for separating radioactive contaminants
from sodium and converting metallic sodium to stable compounds. Screening
tests on decontamination of sodium by distillation, conversion to sodium
hydroxide, and liquid-metal gettering have been conducted using non-radioactive
tracers.

'Ir it him 'vrn .i t i et t hriat h S .t-.m-(;d- r.tor M. at rig -

The permeability of tritium in unoxidised and steam-oxidised
Fe-2 1/4Cr-lMo (Croloy) has been determined as a function of temperature
between 672 and 755 K (750-900'F). The physical properties and chemical
composition of the oxide layers resulting from steam oxidation of the Croloy
probes have been determined by scanning electron microscopy, X-ray fluores-
cence analysis, and electron microprobe analysis. The tritium permeation
data for unoxidised and oxidised Croloy have been incorporated into a
computer model predicting the transport, distribution, and release of tritium
in fast breeder reactors.

1 r i t hm ls..vlor I, HIR-1 1 .and Otltr 1.MVBRt

In-sodium tritium meters, designed, fabricated and tested at ANL-East,
are now undergoing further testing at EBR-Ii and at Westinghouse Hanford.
These meters are being used to measure the tritium source term in ISI-I and
to determine the permeation of tritium through the intermediate heat-exchanger.
In addition, the performance of the meters on KHR-ti: will serve to qualify
this meter design for use on future LMFBR systems. Data accumulated during
the operation of the meters on 1KR- II vas used to test and up-grade the
computer model designed to predict tritium behavior in LMPBRs.

-k p I u n a Nni in Soadium Cold Trpps%

Hydrogen pressure over solid sodium hydride increases with increasing
temperature and, at approximately 744 K (M80 ). the hydrogen pressure reaches
one atmosphere. In the unlikely event that a cold trap in the primary cool-
ant system loses cooling capability without knowledge of the reactor-operator,
the cold trap could heat up to 755 K (900"F) and release gaseous hydrogen to
the primary coolant stream. If large hydrogen bubbles reach the core, simul-
taseous localized loss of coolant and positive reactivity insertion could
occur. This hypothetical accident was studied; and the conclusion of this
study was that, even in the worst possible case, no bubbles of hydrogen
would reach the core inlet.

III. rUELS AND MATERIALS IBISTE

The Csu-Uraeio-ums phuse Diuam

portions of the essimturaium-eyge system have bees investigated
bebwee 673 and U73 9 and a phase diagrm has bees constructed sing our
data and the data of other workers in the field. Thermedymmic and kinetic
data have bees deed to examine the reseties that occur in fast-reactor fuel
pis beweem fislem-predmet cesium and ths uranium exide blinhat. It uns
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concluded that at the low oxygen potentials existing at the interface between
the uranium-plutonium mixed oxide and the uranium oxide blanket, Cs 2UW4 is the
only Cs-U-0 compound expected to be formed in the uranium oxide blanket.

Iran.j11rt "md . in (l 'olat i I* Fission P'roducts

Experimental were run to investigate the effect of the transport and re-
action of fission-product cesium in restricting axial gas flow in urania
pellets in a simulated CCFR fuel pin. Preliminary experiments have identi-
fied the initial fuel 0/M ratio and the pellet density as being the critical
parameters that control the formation of cesium uranate (Cs2Ua) and its
impact on gas flow.

A-;.vssym(nt eti oxi dlat i('n Ratvs f or Fuel.-Pin Oxygen Getters

An assessment has been made of getter metals that could provide control
over oxidative attack of stainless steel cladding in mixed-oxide fuel
elements. Present knowledge of cladding reactions suggests that the key
factor in controlling attack may be control of the oxygen potential. Niobium,
titanium, and vanadium are prime candidates because they are easily oxidized
at more negative oxygen potentials than the stainless steel cladding. On the
basis of predicted oxidation rates at the low oxygen pressures encountered in
fuel pins, the recommended order of getter suitability is V > Nb > Ti.
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I. REACTOR SAFETY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY STUDIES
(L. Leibowitz, R. A. Blomquist, J. K. Fink, P. A. Finn,

D. F. Fischer, D. W. Green, J. J. Heiberger, C. Kim,
G. T. Reedy, and A. Sheth)

A. Analysis and Estimation of Progert Data

1. Equation of State of (UPu)02
(D. W. Green)

The consequences of a hypothetical core-disruptive accident (HCDA)
in a liquid-metal fast-breeder reactor cannot be easily studied empirically;
therefore, computer simulations are necessary. Input data needed for such
computer studies include physical properties of reactor materials and fuels
at temperatures up to at least 6000 K. Because the total energy release in
an HCDA is sensitive to the total vapor pressure of the fuel,1 accurate
thermodynamic functions are needed for the vapor species above uranium and
plutonium oxides.

Empirical studies of the vapors over uranium oxide 2- 6 are largely
limited to temperatures below 3000 K because suitable container materials
are not readily available for studies above this temperature range. Equations
of state have been proposed 7-10 to fit the data observed in this temperature
range, but extrapolations of these equations beyond this range are subject
to large uncertainties.

Alternatively, the thermodynamic properties of the vapor species
U0, U02 , U03 , PuO, and Pu02 may be calculated by applying statistical
mechanics to spectroscopic data on the molecular energy levels. This approach
has the advantage of yielding accurate thermodynamic functions over the entire
temperature range of interest in computer simulations of HCDA.

The necessary steps in the calculation of vapor pressures ar -shown
in Fig. 1-1. The steps leading to gas-phase thermodynamic functions must be
followed for each important vapor species. The condensed-phase data must be
known as a function of composition. Both condensed-phase and gas-phase data
must be known as functions of temperature. We will discuss here only the
methods for calculation of gas-phase thermodynamic functions from available
spectroscopic data.

The Lotal molecular partition function, Q, for any species may be
approximated as the product of terms involving translational, vibrational,
electronic, and rotational energies:

Q a Qtrans"'vib*'elect*Qrot (1)

The approximation of Eq. 1 neglects, for example,
vibration-rotation interaction. In those cases for which accurate and
complete experimental data are available, other methods of obtaining Q may
yield more accurate thermodynamic functions. This is not now the case for
uranium and plutonium oxides and is unlikely to be in the near future. Thus,
Eq. 1 must suffice.
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EXPERIMENTAL ESTIMATES
FREQUENCY AND

MEASUREMENTS MODELING

MOLECULAR ENERGY
LEVELS

PARTITION FUNCTION

CONDENSED PHASE GAS PHASE
THERMODYNAMIC THERMODYNAM IC

FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS

VAPOR
PRESSURES

Fig. I-1. Scheme for Calculating Vapor
Pressures from Spectroscopic
Data

Translation may be treated classically except at very low
temperatures. The internal molecular energies may be separated so that
Eq. 1 is valid and each of these partition functions is of the following
form:

Q a g exp((-c /kT) (2)
all

states

where gi is the degeneracy and ci is the energy of a particular molecular
state.

Spectroscopy may be applied to determine the necessary data for
Eq. 2. In the cases of uranium and plutonium oxides, estimates must be made
for some molecular parameters because experimental data are incomplete. Often
estimates of molecular parameters--the bond distances, for example--can be
made more reliably than estimates of thermodynamic functions. Thus, the
method of obtaining vapor pressures that is shown in Fig. I-1 can lead to
consistent and reliable results even in the absence of complete experimental
data.

In our laboratory, vibrational frequencies of uranium oxide vapor
species have been measured and their molecular symmetries have been
determined; 11 more recently, the Pu0 and Pu02 molecules were studied.12
These studies are discussed in Section I.B.1, this report. The data obtained
in these studies will be used to calculate thermodynamic functions.
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An account of the methods employed for these calculations as well
as some preliminary results were reported at the Seventh Symposium on
Thermophysical Properties. 1 3 Additional spectroscopic data have become
available since that report, and efforts are continuing to prepare a "best set"
of calculated thermodynamic functions for each of the uranium and plutonium
oxide vapor species.

In addition, it is recognized that either new spectroscopic data
or better methods of estimating unknown data could lead to future revisions
of this "best set" of functions. Thus, efforts are in progress to examine
the limitations of the methods used, particularly at high temperatures, and
to identify the particular unknown molecular parameters that most affect the
uncertainties in the calculations.

One such potential limitation is vibrational anharmonicity, which
can cause significant deviations from the "harmonic-oscillator" approximation
to Qvib depending upon the frequency of the vibration, the temperature range
of interest, and the magnitude of the anharmonicity. Several texts 14 use
the following approximation for Qvib'

Qvib = [1 - exp(-u)] { + [exp(u)- 1]2 (3)

The first term is due to the harmonic oscillator, and the second term is an
approximate correction for anharmonicity. In Eq. 3, u = 1.4387 w0/T and
x = wexe/we. The mathematics leading to Eq. 3 fails for large x and small u.
For the free-energy function, -(G* - Hp)/T, the variation in the ratio of the
harmonic-oscillator contribution (from the first term in Eq. 3) to the total
contribution (from both terms in Eq. 3) is shown in Fig. I-2 as a function
of u for several values of x.

At large values of u, there is no vibrational contribution to the
thermodynamic functions (for example, 02 gas at 298 K). However, for a
certain range of u values, depending also on the value of x, the harmonic
oscillator approximation is valid and only the first term in Eq. 3 is
needed (for example, UO gas at 298 K). For another range of u values, Eq. 3
gives a good approximation to the correction for anharmonicity and more
accurate values for Qvib can be obtained by the inclusion of anharmonicity
than from the harmonic oscillator approximation (for example, UO gas at
6000 K). Finally, ranges of u and x values exist for which the mathematics
leading to Eq. 3 fails. In this case, the simple, single-term description
of anharmonicity is also likely to be inadequate to describe the physical
situation. Therefore, it is important to determine, for each vibrational
mode of each molecule of interest, the limitations of various approximate
methods for obtaining Qvib'

Similarly, limitations of the models, of the approximations, and
of the methods of estimation must be examined for the rotational and
electronic contributions to Q in Eq. 1. For reactor safety analysis,
thermodynamic functions at high temperatures require the inclusion of more
terms in Eq. 2 than are needed for many other applications. Thus, the
determination of these limitations is particularly important.
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as a Function of u = 1.4387 w0 /T for Some
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Table I-1 gives a complete set of thermodynamic functions for PuO
gas to 6000 K based on spectroscopic data for the vibrational frequency 12

and estimates of the rotational and electronic contributions. The details
of these estimates are described elsewhere. 1 3 This table is not the final
set of data for PuO(g), but is representative of the kind of data that will
be available for both uranium and plutonium oxides.

2. Equation of State of Uranium Dioxide
(P. A. Finn, A. Sheth, and L. Leibowitz)

a. Introduction

We have developed a calculational method for estimating
consistent values for the vapor pressure of a compound in the liquid state
when available experimental information is limited. A general description
of the method as applied to liquid uranium carbide was presented in the
Proceedings of the International Meeting on Advanced LMFBR Fuels.15 The
procedure used incorporates a heat capacity (C ) for the liquid which is a
function of temperature (T). We have now applied this method to
stoichiometric liquid uranium dioxide. The results are reported below.

i 
I ' I I

X = 0.01

I
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Table I-1. Calculated Thermodynamic Functions for
Gaseous Pu0 (units for cols. 2-4,
J K-1mol- 1; for cols. 5-7, kJ mol- 1 )

T(K) C* AHf Af;

0 0.00 0.00 INFINITE
100 29.19 228.47 291.06
200 31.49 249.23 265.48
298 34.60 262.41 262.41

300 34.65 262.63 262.41
400 36.50 272.88 263.80
500 37.39 281.13 266.47

600 37.86 287.99 269.50
700 38.25 293.86 272.57
800 38.72 298.99 275.56
900 39.33 303.59 278.42

1000 40.11 307.77 281.15

1100 41.04 311.64 283.75
1200 42.09 315.25 286.22
1300 43.25 318.67 288.59
1400 44.50 321.92 290.85
1500 45.80 325.03 293.03

1600 47.14 328.03 295.12
1700 48.50 330.93 297.15
1800 49.85 333.74 299.10
1900 51.19 336.47 301.00
2000 52.50 339.13 302.84

2100 53.77 341.72 304.63
2200 54.98 344.25 306.37
2300 56.13 346.72 308.07
2400 57.20 349.13 309.73
2500 58.20 351.49 311.35

2600 59.13 353.79 312.94
2700 59.97 356.04 314.50
2800 60.74 358.23 316.02
2900 61.43 360.37 317.51
3000 62.05 362.47 318.98

3100 62.60 364.51 320.41
3200 63.08 366.51 321.82
3300 63.51 368.45 323.21
3400 63.88 370.36 324.56
3500 64.19 372.21 325.90

3600 64.46 374.02 327.21
3700 64.69 375.79 328.50
3800 64.88 377.52 329.77
3900 65.02 379.21 331.01
4000 65.14 380.86 332.24

4100 65.22 382.47 333.45
4200 65.27 384.04 334.63
4300 65.30 385.57 335.80
4400 65.29 387.08 336.95
4500 65.26 388.54 338.08

4600 65.21 389.98 339.19
4700 65.13 391.30 340.28
4600 65.03 392.75 341.36
4900 64.91 394.09 342.43
5000 64.77 395.40 343.47

5100 64.61 396.68 344.50
5200 64.43 397.93 345.52
5300 64.24 399.16 346.52
5400 64.03 400.36 347.51
5500 63.60 401.53 348.48

5600 63.56 402.68 349.43
5700 63.30 403.80 350.38
5600 63.03 404.90 351.31
5900 52.75 405.97 352.23
6000 62.47 407.63 353.13

-9.17 -28.01 -28.01
-6.26 -26.55 -40.74
-3.25 -25.00 -55.51

0.00 -23.18 -55.51

0.06 -23.20 -55.71
3.63 -27.81 -66.31
7.33 -29.71 -75.75

11.10 -31.84 -84.81
14.90 -33.42 -93.51
18.75 -36.82 -101.89
22.65 -38.14 -109.94
26.62 -42.85 -117.59

30.68 -44.73 "124.97
34.83 -46.53 -132.18
39.10 -48.24 -139.25
43.49 -49.85 -146.19
48.00 -51.34 -153.02

52.65 -52.71 -159.75
57.43 -53.96 -166.40
62.35 -55.09 -172.99
67.40 -56.09 -179.51
72.58 -56.97 -185.98

77.90 -57.74 -192.41
83.34 -58.39 -198.81
88.89 -58.93 -205.18
94.56 -59.38 -211.53

100.33 -59.73 -217.86

106.20 -60.00 -224.18
112.15 -60.19 -230.49
118.19 -60.31 -236.80
124.30 -60.37 -243.09
130.47 -60.37 -249.40

136.71 -60.33 -255.70
142.99 -60.24 -262.00
149.32 -60.11 -268.31
155.69 -59.96 -274.62
162.09 -59.78 -280.91#

168.53 -415.07 -274.84
174.98 -416.51 -270.92
181.46 -417.96 -266.96
187.96 -419.42 -262.97
194.47 -420.90 -258.95

200.98 -422.37 -254.86
207.51 -423.84 -250.78
214.04 -425.29 -246.63
220.57 -426.73 -242.47
227.10 -428.16 -236.26

233.62 -429.55 -234.02
240.14 -430.92 -229.76
246.65 -432.24 -225.46
253.14 -433.53 -221.15
259.63 -434.78 -216.80

266.10 -435.99 -212.42
272.55 -437.14 -208.04
278.98 -438.25 -203.61
285.40 -439.30 -199.18
291.79 -*40.31 -194.72

298.16 -441.27 -190.25
304.50 -442.17 -185.76
310.82 -443.03 -181.25
317.11 -443.64 -176.73
323.37 -444.60 -172.19

T''y H -H "i
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b. Basic Assumptions

In considering the uranium dioxide system, U02 .0 0 , we assumed
that all vapor species, U(g), UO(g), U02 (g), U03 (g), 0(g), and 02 (g) are
ideal gases in equilibrium with an infinite reservoir of liquid uranium
dioxide. The total pressure (PT) of the system is the sum of the individual
partial pressures (Pi):

PT =EP1  (4)

and the total vapor density (pv) at temperature, T, is given by

RTp = E M P (5)

where R is the gas constant and Mi is the molecular weight of species, i.

For the uranium dioxide system, several sets of independent
reactions can be written. We selected the following set:

U0 2 (1) = U(g) + 0 2 (g) (6)

U0 2() = UO(g) + 0(g) (7)

U0 2() = U02 (g) (8)

2UO 2 (k) = UO3(g) + UO(g) (9)

U0 2( ) = U(g) + 20(g) (10)

In general:

RT In n Pi = E AG?(reactants) - E AGf(products) (11)

where AG? is the free energy of formation of each species. To solve the five
equations of form of Eq. 11, it is necessary to know AG? for each species as
a function of temperature. We have chosen the following equations given by
Breitung16 for AG? for the gaseous species

AGf[U(g)] = 491620 - 113 T (12)

AGf [U0(g) ] - -32365 (13)

AGf[U0 2(g)] = -486600 + 2.09 T (14)

AGf[U0 3(g)] = -836800 + 81.17 T (15)

AG* [0(g)] - 256250 - 67.24 T (16)

AG?[02(g)] " 0.0 (17)

where AGf is in units of joules per mole and T is in kelvins.
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c. Calculational Method

By means of the method described in Ref. 15, it is possible
to derive AG [U0 2 ()] by solving the general expression

AGf[UO2(X)] = AHf - T{ g[U0 2( )] - g[U(R)] - g[0 2 (g)]) (18)

where AHf is the enthalpy of formation at 298 K (-1.0845 x 106 J/mol) 1 7 of
UOZ(L) and g = [(GT - H*29 8 )/T]. To evaluate the g expressions, the heat
capacity of U02( ) was first evaluated using the expression

CP = CV(1 + YeT) (19)

where CV is the heat capacity at constant volume (we have chosen 9R--the
classical value); y is the Cruneisen constant and S is the volume expansion
coefficient. Other necessary data were obtained elsewhere1 5,17- 19 The
expressions derived for each g in Eq. 18 are, in J/mol'K,

g[U()] = -281.8 + 48.5 In T + 11590/T (20)

g[02 (g)] = 37.859 + 2.8657 x 10-3 T - 8.158 x 10~8 T2 + 25.722 In T (21)

g[U02()] = 293.56 + AHm - , + Ci In - 303323
l

C T C y fT
+ 'T +C ylnp - - [T lnp'T + lnp dT]T m T T

m (22)

In Eq. 22, AH is the heat of fusion of U0 2 (78.2 kJ/mol--estimated by
assuming thatmAS , the entropy of fusion, is nR); T is the melting point of
U02 (3138 K); 18 W'T is the liquid density of U02 atmthe melting point

(8662 kg/r 3);18 and pI is given by the expression for liquid density
(in kg/m3) derived from data in Ref. 18 and is applicable for T << Tc (where
Tc is the critical temperature):

p2 L. 10658 - 0.63609 T (23)

The final form of AGg[UO 2( ), in J/mol is

AGf[UO 2 (-)] " -7.696 x 105 - 537.5 T + 74.26 T in T + 2.866 x 10-3 '2

- 8.158 x 10-8 T3 + AHm T) - C{ T - T + T in ('

+ y [(T - Tm)ln pT - f in PI dT (24)
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which can be rep ritten as:

AGf[U0 2()] = F(T) + y CF T In p dT - (T - T m) in pT (25)

Tm m

An average value of y was determined by evaluating y in the
five equations of form of Eq. 11 in the temperature range from 4800 to 8000 K.
Because the partial pressures over the liquid, Pi, are unknown, we initially
assumed that they could be approximated by correcting the equation for the
partial pressure over the solid, Pi, by the appropriate multiple, n, of the
heat of fusion, AHm, of U02. In Eq. 11, we can then substitute the expression

nAH (T - T)
RT In 1 P = RT In Pi + m Tm (26)

m

where n is the number of moles of U02 involved in each reaction. The
equations which we used for Pi were derived from data in Ref. 17. They are
listed below (in pascals).

PU = 1.013 x 105 exp (40.71 - 41356/T - 4.815 in T) (27)

PUO = 1.013 x 105 exp (52.705 - 61358/T - 4.91 In T) (28)

PU02 1.013 x 105 exp (63.515 - 83551/T - 4.9562 In T) (29)

Puo 3 - 1.013 x 10 5 exp (83.521 - 120809/T - 6.3852 in T) (30)

P0 = 1.013 x 10 5 exp (23.829 - 108571/T + 0.19182 In T) (31)

P02 = 1.013 x 105 exp (35.773 - 156709/T - 0.1019 in T) (32)

Equating Eqs. 11 and 26 yields expressions of the following form:

nOH
RT n 11 P + T (Tm - T) + E AGf(products) - nF(T)

m
Y T

nCv T In p, dT - (T - Tm) In PT (33)
m m

The values of the GrUneisen constant determined for reactions 6-10 are listed
in Table I-2. The average value of y for U02 is 2.01. Typical values lie
between 1 and 3.

Now that all quantities are defined, one can rewrite Eq. 11
for reaction 6 in the form

PU 02 " hieD
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where

hi = exp[{AGj[UO 2(L)] - AGf[U(g)] - AGj[0 2 (g)]}/RTJ

270.03 P

D " RTp

(35)

(36)

We now set X - PU and Y a eD/X. Proceeding in the same manner with
7-10, we can then rewrite Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively, as

h XY
RTp In XY a X + h 1/2Y + h Y2 + + hX2 + h4  1/2Y3X151 h512 3 h2 5

reactions

(37)

h XY

RTpv - 238.04X + 15.994h51/2Y + 31.988hiY2 + 254.03

2 h4h5 1/2Y3X
+ 270.03h 3XY + 286.02 h(8

Table I-2. GrUneisen Constanta y, Evaluated for U02

Temp., Value of y from Indicated Reaction
K 6 7 8 9 10

4800 1.2212 4.OrE/4 1.8085 3.6957 0.8258

5600 1.7080 2.7827 1.7844 2.9446 1.4002

6400 1.8036 2.2906 1.7441 2.5883 1.5445

7200 1.7850 2.0182 1.6839 2.3515 1.5586

8000 1.7239 1.8307 1.6122 2.1660 1.5220

aAverage value " 2.01.

A constraint which we now introduce on the system is that there is a unique
solution to Eqs. 37 and 38. The unique solution is found by requiring that
the partial derivatives of Eqs. 37 and 38 with respect to the variables X
and Y are equal, .e.,

and

and

(38)
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(837) (3_881\ . (8(38)) (8(373) \39)
8X /y \ Y X \ X /Y \y Y X (39)

Solving Eqs. 37-39 simultaneously yields the results found in Table 1-3.

Our estimate of the boiling point from these data is 3750 K.
Our value for the heat capacity for the liquid at the melting point is
123 J/mol*K, which agrees with the accepted value of 136 J/mol'K.18 Although
the results obtained were self-consistent and agreed with previous
calculations,16 ,17 ,20-24 the U/0 ratio in the vapor phase did not behave as
expected. At the critical temperature (Tc), this ratio should equal 0.5 for
U0 2 , because the composition of the liquid and the vapor are identical by
definition. Our ratio decreased below 0.5 with increasing temperature, as
seen in Table I-3. The vapor concentration of some of the species also
decreased at temperatures greater than 6000 K.

d. Refinement

To refine our results, we incorporated additional, available
experimental data into the calculations. Reedy and Chasanov2 5 had determined
the total pressure of uranium-bearing species (PT ) over liquid uranium

dioxide in the temperature range from 3175 to 3390 K. Their derived equation,
in pascals, is

log[PTU/1.013 x 105] 7.373 - T (40)
U

We derived an equation for the partial pressure of oxygen (P0 2) over liquid

uranium dioxide by using the oxygen potentials [0G(0 2 )) listed by Breitung1 6

(from Blackburn's model)25a and the equation

RT In P02 " AG(0 2 ) (41)

Our equation, in pascals, is

P02 * 1.013 z 105 (exp((-4.09158 x 105 + 959.15 T

+ 1.2817 x 10-2 T2 - 110.47 T In T)/RT} (42)

In the temperature interval from 3138 to 3400 K, Eq. 5 was solved using
Eqs. 40 and 42 after redefining the variables, vis., X 2 . P02, D " D and

Y - eD/X2. Expressions of the form

In Pi ai - (bi/T) + c in T (43)

were derived for each vapor species.



Table [-3. Vapor Pressures over U0 2 (:), Liquid Density of U02, e , and 1'/O
Vapor Ratio Calculated without Refinement

Vapor Pressure, Pa
Temp., PPP
K U UO U L'0 3  0 P0 T kg/m3  U/0

3200 7.55x10-1  3.89x102  8.20x10 3  3.45x10 2.37x102  1.22x10-1  8.95x103  8620 0.501

4000 8.20x10 1  1.69x104 2.41x10 1.51x104 3.34x103 5.14x101  2.77x105 8110 0.499

5000 2.82x103  2.83x105  3.02x106  3.97x105 1.78x105  6.71x10 3  3.75x106  7450 0.489

6000 2.96x10 1.67x106 1.33x107 1.30x106 2.29x106 1.42x105 1.87x107 6750 0.469
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According to the law of rectilinear diameters, the arithmetic
average, pav , of the densities of a liquid, p , and its saturated vapor, pv,
is a linear unction of temperature.26 Near tAe melting point, pv, is
negligible; therefore, at Tw, pavgT is half of the liquid density, pt.
The slope of the liquid density curve near T. is o.b 'ib from Eq. 23;
therefore, the slope of pa 1s 0.31804. By extrapolating the expressions
of form of Eq. 43 to a tri value of the critical temperature, i.e., Tc ,
the vapor density at this temperature, PT . can be determined from Eq. I

ci
for various values of the critical compressibility factor (Zc)e The slope
of the line determined by pavSTm and PT c can then be compared with the

slope of pav3,Tm (0.31804). If the slopes are not identical, a new value of

Tci is estimated. The procedure is repeated until satisfactory agreement is

obtained. A final value determined (e.g., for Zc " 1) was Tc " 7364.8 K.

The partial pressures at Tc were then calculated using Eq. S
and the condition that the U/0 ratio of the vapor species must equal 0.5.
New equations of the form of Eq. 43 were derived for temperatures between
3138 K and Tc by a best fat of the data from IM nto 3400 K arc at T . These
equations are listed in Table 1-4. The vapor pressures of the individual
species over 02(1), the total pressure, the liquid density and the U/0 vapor
ratio from 3200 to 7364.8 K are listed in Table 1-S. The internal agreement
of the vapor pressures can be checked by considering the reaction

02(g) - 2 0(g) (44)

Table 1-4. Vapor Pressure Equations for the Vapor Species
Over to (1) from o to 7364.8 K

PU " 1.013 s 10 extI -1 J11. 9 - (3.3601 s 10'/T) + 16.212 la TJ

is 1 .01) a 10 espI-70.337 - (3.9906 a 10'/T) + 9.2637 Ia T)

P * 1.01)3 s 10 espI-S.0754 - (5.4430 3 10%/T) + 2.3615 1n T.

P, . 1.013 a 100 ep56.670 - (8.0653 a 104) - 4.4146 In T)

P " 1.013 a 105 ep*80.68 - (10.012S a 104/T) - 6.9358 1. T)

P * 1.013 a 10, ep144.73 - (13.8179 x 106/T) - 13.784 1. T)
02
PT1 . 1.013 x 105 eupj5.4724 - (5.9453 x 1IM 4' 1.2556 1n.11
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Vapor Ratio Calculated with RefinueMt

Vapor Pressire, Pa

*p P P U P p P 
0 :'' 0 T kg/u3 U/0

8.92x10- 3

1.93310" 1

2.71

4.663101

5.4h102

4.693105

3.20x10'

1.M10.

8.663105

2.503106

3.253101

3.88102

3.12x103

2.823104

1.81105

9.063105

3.713106

1.30x107

4.01310'

8.s0xo

4.923103

4.303104

2.503105

1.Sx106

6.443106

2.173107

6.083107

1.483108

3.203108

5.3031o

1.483103

1.463104

8.653104

4.863105

1.84310E

5.253106

1.22x107

2.41107

4.23310

5.993107

1.683102

2.413103

1.873104

1.33:105

5.943106

1.893106

4.723106

9.793106

1.763107

2.513107

6.21

1.483102

1.613103

1.483104

7.453104

2.473105

6.043105

1.183106

1.943106

2.56310 6

6.60x103

6.05x104

3.613105

2.193106

9.413106

3.13x10

8.633107

2.05310w

4.33x108

7.053108

8623

8368

8111

7781

7422

6993

6422

5593

4330

2987

0.444

0.436

0.433

0.433

0.438

0.446

0.457

0.471

0.487

0.500

320

3600

4030

4500

5000

550m

6000

650

7364.8

0
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An equation of the form of Eq. 11 would yield the expression

P 2

P exp{-2 AGj[0(g)]/RT)
02

(45)

We can easily compare both sides of this equation. The ratio of Pi's,
calculated from the equations in Table I-4, is designated Kcalc and the
exponential term, Ktheor. Table I-6 lists these values, for which good
agreement is obtained.

Table 1-6. Equilibria for the Reaction 02 (g) + 2 0(g)

T, K Ktheor Kcalc

3200 4.58 x 10-2 4.51 x 10-2

3600 3.92 x 10-1 3.85 x 10-1

4000 2.19 2.14

4600 1.65 x 101 1.60 x 101

5000 4.85 x 101 4.68 x 101

5600 1.83 x 102 1.75 x 102

6000 3.84 x 102 3.65 x 102

6600 9.29 x 102 9.26 x 102

7000 1.58 x 10 3 1.58 x 103

A test of the sensitivity of the results to Z was performed.
For Z " 0.27, for which case Tc * 6464 K and Pe * 3270 kg/;I, the total
pressures agreed within 61 up to 6400 K with thore listed in Table I-5. The
calculated total pressures therefore are not very sensitive to Zc. The values
for Tc and pc in Table I-5 are considered to be upper limits.

f. Results

After inclusion of the additional refinements to the method,
the value estimated for the boiling point of WO2 is 3707 K, which agrees
with a previous estimate of 3760 t 200 K. 18 Our value for the heat capacity
of WO2 at the acting point is 123 J/=l1K, which agrees with the accepted
value of 136 J/ol"K.1 u At the boiling point, our value for the heat of
vaporisation (hV) is 534.3 kJ/mol. The value for M., reported in Raf. 18,
460.2 * 54 kJ/ml, is due to Gillian2 1 and is based on the experimnutal work
of Tetenbaua and Hunt27 in the range from 2080 to 2705 K. Gabelnick17 also
reports a low value for Ay (460 kJ/mol). Ohse20 reports a value for
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AHV of 534.3 kJ/mol, based on the vapor pressures he measured employing
laser heating to attain temperatures above 3000 K. Breitung16 calculated the
vapor pressure over U02 (1) and reports a value for AHy of 533 kJ/mol. On the
basis of the available evidence, our value for the heat of vaporization at
the boiling point is reasonable.

The total vapor pressures over U0 2 (1) reported by other authors
are listed with ours in Table I-7. The work of Booth22 is based on a
generalized equation of state; that of Menzies,2 3 on an equation of state
derived from tabulated data by the method of corresponding states. Neither
includes any experimental input for the uranium dioxide system. Their values
are higher than Gillian's or Gabelnick's, but lower than ours. Recent
experimental measurements of the vapor pressure over U0 2 (1) communicated by
Breitung28 indicate that the experimental measurements reported by Ohse20

may be too high. In addition, the calculated pressures reported by Breitung16

are too high because the final two integrals were neglected in his use of the
general equation for AGf,T[UO2

AG ,T[U02(t)1 ] AHf,T (s) + AHm - T ASf,T (s) + -
'm m m

+fT ACp dT -T fT ACp/T dT
JTm JTm

(43)

The effect is not pronounced at low
T > 4000 K. Breitung agrees 28 that
probably too high.

Table I-7.

temperatures but becomes significant at
his calculated vapor pressures are

Total Vapor Pressure (105 Pa) over U02 (2)

Reference 4000 K 5000 K 6000 K

This work 3.61 94.1 863

Breitung (Ref. 16) 6.16 152 --

Gabelnick (Ref. 17) 2.27 29.5 173

Ohse (Ref. 20) 5.38 134 1135

Gillian (Ref. 21) 2.48 33.5 153

Booth (Ref. 22) 6.09 100 561

Menzies (Ref. 23) 2.66 47.1 276
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Our critical temperature (7364.8 K) and critical density
(2987 k /m3) compare well with the values (7320 K and 2030 kg/m3) of Browning
et al.2 who employed significant structures theory.

g. Conclusions

The values which we have computed for the UO2 () system are
those presented in Table I-5 of this report. The general procedure which we
have outlined for uranium carbide 1 5 can be applied to many materials.
Reasonable and internally consistent values can be calculated with limited
experimental data. As additional experimental data become available, the
method can be refined to yield data that more nearly approach those of the
actual system. The inclusion of a heat capacity term that is a function of
temperature lends great versatility to the method and also lends greater
credence to the results obtained.

3. Compilation and Evaluation of Property Data
(J. K. Fink and L. Leibowitz)

In a continuing effort to provide the most current and best
available values of thermophysical properties for reactor safety analyses,
work is under way to update the sodium section of the report "Properties for
LMFBR Safety Analysis" (ANL-CEN-RSD-76-1). Recent property calculations and
new experimental results are being included in the revised section. Of
particular significance is the change in property values resulting from the
recent experimental vapor-pressure data and determination of a new value of
the critical temperature for sodium by Bhise and Bonilla3 3 ,34 and Das Gupta. 35

The remeasured critical temperature is 2509 K whereas the previously accepted
value was 2733 K.

Recent interest in the Th- 2 3 3U reactor concept has created a need
in reactor safety analysis for thermophysical property data for thorium,
thorium oxide, thorium carbide, and thorium-uranium oxides and carbides. To
provide a preliminary set of thermophysical property values for use by workers
engaged in reactor safety analysis, a report titled "Thermophysical Properties
of Thorium and Uranium Systems for Use in Reactor Safety Analysis"
(ANL-CEN-RSD-77-1) was prepared and is in press. The thermophysical property
values given in the report were, in general, those recommended in currently
available reviews and collections.3 2-3 5 In some cases when data were not
available, and the results were justifiable, estimates were calculated by us
for values of properties. For convenience to the user who must make
comparisons with proposed reactor concepts that have been studied with respect
to reactor safety in the past, properties of uranium and uranium-plutonium
systems were included with the properties of the thorium and thorium-uranium
systems.

Tables I-8 through -10 give the compiled property values for
thorium systems. Values in Roman type refer to experimental measurements;
those in italics were obtained by calculation or an estimation technique.
The symbols used in the three tables are defined as follows:
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Table I-8. Thermophysical Properties of Metals and Alloys

Property Th Th0.9 U0*. U

Melting Point (K) 2023 15 1815 1408

Boiling Point (K) 4975 4892 4427

Critical Temp. (K) - - -

Critical Pressure (Pa) - - -

H(MP) - H(298) (kJ/mol) 62.22 60.92 49.20

AHm(kJ/mol) 13.8 1.2 10.9 9.1

H(BP) - H(298) (kJ/mol) 211.7 210.5 205.0

A (kJ/mol) 597.1 13 536 531+a
(298)

AHV (kJ/mol) - - -

C (298) (J/K.mol) 27.32 0.29 27.36 27.66

C ( (J/K-mol) 39.87 39.7 38.28
(MP)

C (J/K.mol) 46 46.4 48.66
P(MP)

C (9) (J/K-mol) - - -
P( BP)

K(298) (W/m-K) 49.1 46 2/.6

K (W/m-K) - - -

K (W/m.K) - - -

K (W/m-K) - - -

CT - -

C( 0 . 6 5 m) - -

p(8) (kg/m3) 1.17x104 1.24x104 1.90x104

P (kg/m3) 1.1x104 1.16x104 1.74x104

(- )p - -

P (kg/m3)

(298-1P) (K-1) 3.5x10- 5  - 6x10- 5 (a)
5x10-5(0)
7x10"5(y)

K (K) - -

KT (Pa') - -

w~T (PatI) - -

v(HP) (Pa.s) - -

o (N/.) - -

T of Phase 1633t10(a+0) - 940.9t1(a+f0)
Transitions (K) 1048.0t1.6(0+y)
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Table I-9

Property

Melting Point (K)

Boiling Point (K)

Critical Temp. (K)

Critical Pressure (Pa)

H - H(298) (kJ/mol)

AHm (kJ/mol)

H(BP) - H(2 98 ) (kJ/mol)

AHV(298) (kJ/mol)

N(BP)(kJ/mol)

CP(298) (J/K-mol)(H)

Cp (J/K-mol)
P(29 )

C ( (J/K-mol)
p(MP)

C (J/K-nmol)
P(BP)

K(298) (W/m-K)

Ko) (W/m-K)

K M(W/m-K)

K M (W/m-K)

ET

C(0.65 um)

P (a) (kg/m3)

P(tom) (kg/m3 )

( MP

p(Bp) (kg/m 3 )

(-) (K-1 )
(298-MP)

5() (K" 1 )

m (Pa-1)

KT (Pa-1)

v(HP) (Pa m)

@ (N/)
T of Pharn
Transitions (K)

. Thermophysical Propertie

Th02  (Th0.9U0.1)02

3643 30 3500

4320 4250

290.4 265.6

90.8 87.4

484.1 471.1

664.0 10.5 602

61.73

103.2

136.0

136.0

13.2

(1.0013 0.0001)x104

8.8X10)

0.11

3.5x10-5

9x10-5

(4.50 0. 1) M103

64.27

95

136.0

11.1

1.009x104

8.8x10 3

0.17

3.5X10'-

9X10-5

(4.3010.11X10-3

s of Oxides

U02

3138 15

3760 200

310.0

74.9 1.2

469.4

598

454 53

63.6

208.4

136.0

136.0

8.4

0.87: 0.1

1.097x104

9.71x10'

0.11

4.5x10 5

9x10-5

(4.3010.1)x10_ 3

0.4510.04

(U0.BPu0 .2)02

3063(1)
3023(s)

3520

282.5

74.9 1.2

425.5

619

536 54

69.6

173.3

136.0

136.0

6.3

0.87 0.1

1.108x104

9.88X10 3

0.11

4.5x10-5

9x10-5

(4.30 0.1)X10'3

0.45t0. 01
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Table 1-10.

Property

Melting Point (K)

Bailing Point (K)

Critical Temp. (K)
Critical Pressure (Pa)

H( - H( 2 9 8 ) (kJ/mol)

AHm (kJ/mol)

H(BP) (298) (kJ/mol)

A (298) (kJ/mol)

A (kJ/mol)

CP(298)(J/K-mol)

Cpt ) (J/K.mol)

(P)

C(Rp (J/K-mol)

p(BP) (J/K-mol)

K(298) (W/m-K)

Ko) (W/m-K)

K (W/m-K)

K( (W/m-K)

e(0.65 um)

P0(g) (kg/m3)

(P) ( k g/rn3 )

p~ (kg/m 3 )

5 -HP) ")
- (K )

0 (1) )
a (298P) (K' )

ce (Pa- 1 )

KT (Paet )

I(P (Pa-s)

a (N/rn)

T of Phase
Transitions (K)

Thermophysical Properties of

ThC (Tho. 9 Uo. 1)C UC

2773 35 2775 2780 25

- - 4800

- - 9750

155.2

46

45.2 0.4

73.6

/2

12

1.06x104

1. 02x;0"

1.7X10-5

156.9

46

45.6

74.9

71

12

1.09X104

1. 04X104

2.0X10-5

171.33

46

372

536

50.2

87.4

71

87.4

22

24

20

0.42 0.02

0. 539-2x10- 5 T

1.36x10 4

1. 23X10"

8.5X10 3

3.9x10' 5

8x10-5

7.1x10- 1 2

8X10-'

Carbides

(Uo.9PuO. 2)C

2780(8)
2548(s)

4560

9653

152.3

45.6

351.5

536

46.4

106.8

84.9

17

23

20

1.35x104

1. 232104

8.6xi03

3.4X105

6.8X10-5

-=0'
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Table I-10. (contd)

Property ThC2  (Tho.9Uo.1)C2  UC2

Melting Point (K) 2913 30 2900 2780

Boiling Point (K) 5400 - -

Critical Temp. (K) - - -

Critical Pressure (Pa) - - -

H - H(298) (kJ/mol) 218 222 256.0

AHm (kJ/mol) 71 6? 6?

H(BP) - H( 2 9 8) (kJ/mol) - - -

AV (298)(kJ/mol) 690 -

A (BP) (kJ/mol) - - -

C (298) (J/K-mol) 56.69 0.59 57.3 60.7

C (s) (J/Kmol) 83.6 87.9 123.0
(IMP)

C (J/K-mol) - - -
P(MP)

C (J/K-mol) - - -
P(BP)

K(2 98 ) (W/m-K) 
- 18.8 -

K (W/m-K) - - -

K(t) (W/m-K) - -

K(B) (W/m-K) - - -

CT - -

c( 0 . 6 5 pm)

p 298) (kg/m3) 9.6x103  9.8X10 3  1.17x104

P (a) (kg/m3) 9.0X103 9.1x10 3  1.06X10'

ii MP

p(p) (kg/m 3) - -

8(298-MP) (K) 7.8x0-
5  2.710-5  4.0x10-5

a() (K 1) - - -

Ks (Pa- 1) - -

xT (Pa-1) - - -

v(HP) (Pa-s) - - -

o (N/m) - -

T of Phase 1427(a+0) - -
Transitions (K) 1490(0+y)
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= temperature

= pressure

= enthalpy at the melting point

= enthalpy at 298 K

= heat of fusion

= heat of vaporization at 298 K

T

P

H(P)

H(298)

AHm

xH(298)

0H~
A(BP)

H BP)

C
CP(298)

C(s)

P (MP)

C ()
P(MP)

C(1

P(BP)

K s
K(298)

K(N)

= thermal conductivity of the liquid at the melting point

K(LK(BP)

LT

e(0.65 Mm)

P 8)

\ (NP

= thermal conductivity of the liquid at the boiling point

- normal total emissivity

normal spectral emissivity at 0.65 um

- density of the solid at 298 K

- density of the solid at the melting point

- fractional change in density on melting

= heat of vaporization at the boiling point

enthalpy at the boiling point

= molar heat capacity at 298 K

= molar heat capacity of the solid at the melting point

= molar heat capacity of the liquid at the melting point

= molar heat capacity of the liquid at the boiling point

= thermal conductivity at 298 K

= thermal conductivity of the solid at the melting point

K(P)
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(BP) = density of the liquid at the boiling point

-(s) = average volumetric expansion coefficient of the solid

(lp)= average volumetric expansion coefficient of the liquid
at the melting point

Ks = adiabatic compressibility

KT = isothermal compressibility

v(MP) = viscosity of the liquid at the melting point

a = surface tension

We are continuing to update the initial compilation by searching the
literature for new data, calculating error estimates for estimated values,
and applying appropriate theoretical methods to the estimation of additional
data for these systems. However, the present compilation provides designers
and analysts with property values that should yield reasonable results in
their calculations.

B. High-Temperature Physical-Property Measurements

1. Matrix-Isolation Spectroscopy

(D. W. Green and G. T. Reedy)

The equations of state of uranium and plutonium oxides, which are
discussed elsewhere in this report, require a knowledge of the vapor species
and their partial pressures. The pressures of the fuel-vapor species at high
temperatures are of particular importance to reactor safety analysis. The
thermodynamic functions of the vapor species, which are needed for
vapor-pressure calculations, may be calculated from spectroscopic data on the
molecular energy levels. Matrix-isolation spectroscopy is being used for
obtaining spectroscopic data for uranium and plutonium oxide vapor species.

The stretching-mode vibrational frequencies of U0, U02 , and U03 in
argon matrices at low temperatures have been previously measured,36 ,37 and
calculated thermodynamic functions based on these frequencies have been
tabulated. 38 ,39 Recent experimental efforts have been devoted to a study of
plutonium oxides; the same apparatus was then used to obtain the spectra of
plutonium nitrides. The results of these two studies are summarized here.
The use of the results for the calculation of high-temperature thermodynamic
functions is described in Section I.A.1, this report.

The matrix-isolation technique was employed in our studies of the
vibrational-mode frequencies. The high-temperature vapor species were
trapped in an excess of argon or other condensed gas (e.g., krypton) at 20 K.
The species surrounded by solid argon are very much like the high-temperature
vapor species, except that rotational, vibrational, and electronic thermal
excitations are eliminated. The resultant spectrum, much simplified in
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comparison with that of the gas phase, can b: used to obtain the needed
vibrational frequencies, which are assumed to closely match the gas-phase
vibrational frequencies.

A closed-cycle helium refrigerator was used to cool a polished gold
mirror to the low temperature needed. The temperature was maintained at 20 K
by a control unit consisting of a thermocouple and resistance heater. A
Fourier-transform spectrometer was used to obtain the infrared spectra by
reflection from the gold mirror deposition substrate upon which the matrix
was formed. With various combinations of infrared light sources, detectors,
and beam splitters, the spectral region from 4000 to 50 cm"1 was studied.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. I-3. The sputtering device,
which is used to produce the high-temperature species, is shown in Fig. I-4.
The operation of this device was described pruviously40 and the design is
similar to one that was published.'1 The sputtering device is particularly
well-suited to the study of plutonium oxides because it minimizes the
material-handling problems. Other advantages of producing high-temperature
species by sputtering are described in detail elsewhere

CLOSED CYCLE
HELIUM
REFRIGERATOR

GLOVE X -GEN
| |

WATER COOLED
FLANGE ,|

ANODE |'
GAS '
INLET

SPUTTERING
DEVICE

CATHODE TO PUM

Fig. I-3.

HEAT TRANSFER PLATE

GOLD MIRROR FOR MATRIX

QUARTZ OR
POLYETHYLENE WINDOW

Cil OR POLYETHYLENE
WINDOW

PURGE ATM. FOR
SPECTROMETER

MIRRORS FOR INFRARED BEAM

FOURIER

TRANSFORM

SPECTROMETER

P

Diagram of System for Study of Matrix-Isolated
Plutonium Oxides and Nitrides. ANL Neg. No.
308-77-274
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WAR .- CUULED ILANIGE
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nUART7 TUBIN

PLATINUM WIRE

EXTERNAL ANODE CONNECTION

GAS INLET

+- 50 mm-+{

COPPER SUPPORT

SPUTTERE
PRODUCTS

PLUTONIUM CATHODE

PLATINUM ANODE

QUARTZ TUBING

|+-10 mm-j

Fig. I-4. Sputtering Device for Production of Plutonium
Oxides (top) and Cross Section of the Hollow
Cathode Used in the Sputtering Device (bottom).
ANL Neg. No. 308-76-275

Figure I-5 shows portions of the infrared absorption spectra of
plutonium oxides obtained in three experiments with different Ar: 1602 :1802
ratios in the sputtering-gas mixture. Details of the methods used to assign
the observed absorption peaks in Fig. I-5 to particular oxides of plutonium
are described in a journal publication.43 The spectrum of PuO isotopoers
(Pu160 and Pu1 0) is observed only at very low oxygen concentration bottom
spectrum of Fig. 1-5), and the spectrum of the Pu02 isutopomers (Pui 02,
Pu 6 010 and Pu m02) appears, with a concurrent disappearance of PuO, as the
concentration is increased (middle and top spectra in Fig. I-5). The
observed frequencies of the absorption peaks assigned to Pu02 isotopomers in
Ar matrices are given in Table I-11. From an analysis** of these frequencies,
the O-Pu-0 bond angle was calculated to be 180 ; force constants were also
derived and from these the calculated frequencies in Table I-11 were obtained.
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Fig. I-5. Infrared Absorption Spectra of Plutonium Oxides in
Ar Matrices at 20 K. (Three different nominal
concentration of 02 in Ar were used in the
sputtering device to produce the matrices.)
ANL Neg. No. 308-77-276
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Table I-11. Observed and Calculated Stretching Mode
Frequencies of Isotopomers of Pu02 in
Ar and Kr atrices.

- r"un Smum

Ar. Matrix Erytion Mntrix_

Isotoparer Mode Obs.a iaicb cbsta Caleb
239 P1602 3(1) 794.2s 794.33 786.80 786.89

vl(t ) c 746.46 c 739.38

23 9pJ60S0 v3(+) 781.7" 761.64 774.43 774.50

et+) 717.57 717.56 710.77 710.76

2 3 9pt 3(t2 +( 754.49 754.32 747.41 747.25

v1() c 703.68 c 697.00

10.05 cm'1 or less.
be " 160; for Ar, f " 5.2476 t 0.001
for Kr, f " 5.1491 1 0.001 and '

and f' "
0.002,1 #

clifrarrd inactive for a Usear molecule.

0.003~ 1 0.001 dyn r1 t
0.001 udya A-1.

The Ps molecule t solid Ar at 20 K exhibits four absorption peaks,
instead of the sigle peak expected; these can be seen in the bottom spectrum
of Fig. I-5. The hypothesis that these pes are all due to P is confirmed
by the observation that, for each of the Pu 0 peaks, a Pu 0 counterpart is
observed near the frequency calculated for Pub0 based on the
harmeoic-escillator appreciation. Ths observed and calculated frequencies
for M are smarised is Table 1-12, together with the calculated harmenic
(r0 and aharmonic (a ) vibrational constants. T11w presence of four peaks
Instead of one for esotopmemu3 is the result of the stabilisatien of
Ps0 t four distinct sites in the solid Ar mstriz.

Se additional peaks were sees t Ar atric s and are labeled
"unidentified species" in Fig. I-S. So definitive assist t could be made
for these peas, but the possibility that Pls ws responsible for these
peaks was eliminated.

Figure I-6 sho three spectra obtained from Kr matrirsn at !u K;
the method of preparation was similar to that for the Ar matrirsn wiMee
spectra are ehrm In Fig. I-S. The spectra frem Kr and Ar mtrices are
similar. A stable differsse, ever, the In1l of mltiple peaks for
Psi in r. the o pena observed for Pa end P'O at 617.27 and
773.62 .r, e. ty ,, e V...ed to eale.to a a s.G * 1.0 ad

a 1.70 2 0.5 b served and eslonlae frequencies for P it
t esponeas Is solid Rr at 0 K are also ivsen t Table I-11. Analysis of

these data gmafim the linearity of the PMng -lesale.
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Table 1-12. Observed Infrared Absorption Peaks
in Solid Ar at 20 K Assigned to PuO
and Calculated Harmonic (we) and
Anharmonic (mexe) Vibrational
Constants (Units are ci .)

Obs.a Obs.a Calc.b Calc.c Cac.d
Pu16 o Pu 1so Pu' o m m xe ee

824.71 780.7p 780.49 829.3 2.3

822.29 778.49 778.19 828.2 3.0

818.81 775.16 774.91 823.8 2.5

816.0y 772.56 772.28 821.5 2.7

a10 .0 5 cm"'.

bHarmonic-oscillator approximation with " 0.94638.

cfl.O c: 1.

dt0. 5 cm"1.

Because the sam apparatus that was used for the study of plutonium
oxides could conveniently be converted to the study of plutonium nitrides,
two experiments were conducted to see whether the mono- or dinitride of

lutooium could be produced and identified; in these experiments, the
4N2

15N2 abundance ratio in the sputtering gas was nominally 1:3, but the
total nitrogen concentrations in Ar were different. The infrared absorption
spectra from the two experiments are shown in Fig. I-7. The details of the
methods used to assign the observed absorption peaks in Pig. 1-7 to PuN and
PuN2 are detcr ibrd elsewhere. 5 The observed and calculated frequencies for
Pul isotopomers are given in Table 1-13 together with the calculated
vi b r1 L i M14 i constants. T11w observed frequencies of the absorption peaks
assigned to PuNa are shown in Rig. I-8 and are given in Table 1-14. From an
analystsb4 of these frequencies, the N-Pu-M bond angle was calculated to be
180*; force constants were also derived and from these the calculated
frequencies in Table 1-14 were obtained.

To our knowledge, so previous evidence for the existence of a PuN2
molecule is available.46 Vaporisation studies"' have been limited to a
marrow temerature range and to condensed phases with stoichiometry near
hM; therefore, it is possible that P02 was not detected because it was a
minor vapor species under these conditions.

I. summary, an apparatus has been developed for astrix-isolation
studies with toxie materials. This apparatus includes a sputtering device
for the production of hi-toperature species, a refrigerator for
achieving cryogenic temeratures and a Fourier-trasfam spectrometer for
obtaining infrared spectra. Iho vibrational spectra of matri-isolated
F P . 70 and Pdlg have been identified and analysed; pertinent molecular
pazameters have been derived. These data will provide essential input for the
calemlatie of thlam-dynsaie fuietios at high temperatures.
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Table I-13. Observed Infrared Absorption Peaks
in Solid Ar at 20 K Assigned to PuN,
and Derived Harmonic and Anharmonic
Vibrational Constants (Units are
cm~ 1 .)

Isotopomer Obs.a Calc.b Calc.c Calc.d
VV W W

2 3 9 Pu1 4 N 855.73 -- 861.88 3.07

239Pu15N 828.62 828.43

a 0.05 cm1.

bHarmonic-oscillator approximation with p = 0.968096.

c l.6 cm-1 .

di0. 8 cm-1 .

Table I-14. Observed Stretching-Mode Frequencies of
Isotopomers of PuN2 in Ar Matrices, and
Calculated v Mode Frequencies.

Obs.,a Calc.,b

Isotopomer Mode cm~1  cm~

2 39Pu1 4N2  V 3  1029.7 --

V1 c 947.1

2 3 9Pu'4N1 5N v3 1017.7 --

V1 d 928.2

2 3 9Pu1 5N2  V 3  998.8 --

V1 c 915.1

a 0.05 cm 1.
be = 180*; f - 7.618; f' = -0.217 mdyn A11.
cInfrared inactive for a linear molecule.

dNot observed; expected to be weak.
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Fig. I-8. Infrared Absorption Spectra of PuN2 Isotopomers

in Ar Matrices at 20 K. (A) 14N: 1 =N= 12:1;
(B) 1 4 N: 1 5N = 3:1; (C) 14N:1 5N = 2:5.
ANL Neg. No. 308-77-589
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2. Viscosity of Molten Ceramics
(R. A. Blomquist and L. Leibowitz)

Viscosity data on molten ceramics are needed in the analysis of the
core-containment and heat-removal problems associated with hypothetical
core-disruptive accidents in liquid-metal fast breeder reactors. Specifically,
viscosity data are needed to analyze the behavior of sacrificial beds in
modeling studies of post-accident heat removal, because the viscosities of
molten ceramics would affect convective heat transfer and flow patterns
within liquid pools.

The methods available for the measurement of the viscosity of
sacrificial barrier materials are limited by the high temperatures and
relatively low viscosities that are anticipated in these experiments. The
oscillating-cup viscometer is an excellent means for making measurements
under these conditions. It allows measurements to be made on materials with
a variety of properties such as high vapor pressure, high melting point, and
significant chemical reactivity.

The oscillating-cup viscometer used in our experiments is shown in
Fig. I-9. The viscometer consists of a torsionally oscillating closed cup
containing the material of interest, which is suspended from a tungsten wire
The cup is a vapor-deposited tungsten crucible of 25.48-mm inside diameter
and 50.8-mm height. In the center of the bottom is a blackbody cavity
0.508 mm in diameter and 3.05 mm deep for measuring temperature. After the
cup is filled with the material of interest, a solid tungsten plug is
slipfitted into the neck of the crucible and electron-beam-welded in place
under vacuum.

The temperature of the crucible is measured using a Leeds and
Northrup Model 8634-C disappearing-filament optical pyrometer. The optical
pyrometer is sighted through a prism and window located at the bottom of the
furnace onto the blackbody cavity in the sample crucible. A magnetic shutter
protects the window from exposure to the furnace environment except while
temperature measurements are being made. The optical pyrometer, window, and
prism were calibrated with strip lamps which had been calibrated by the
National Physical Laboratory (Teddington, England).

The logarithmic decrement of the oscillating cup is measured by
shining a narrow beam of light from a small laser onto a reflecting mirror.
Each time the reflected light passes a predetermined point, which is slightly
offset from the null point, the reflected light beam strikes a photodetector.
The amplified signal from the photodetector triggers a counter/timer, which
measures the time interval of successive swings in the same direction. From
the relationship developed by Finucane and Olander,48 the logarithmic
decrement is calculated for 10 successive swings. About 10 to 20 logarithmic
decrement measurements at a given temperature are averaged to obtain a final
value. Preliminary tests of the system with water yielded viscosity values
that were within 4% of literature values; this agreement was considered
satisfactory for our purposes.

Initial measurements were made on the viscosity of molten alumina.
The material was alumina powder of 99.99% purity obtained from Alfa
Division-Ventron Corporation. The crucible was filled with a known amount
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of alumina by a successive filling and melting procedure. After the desired
quantity was loaded into the crucible, the tungsten plug was
electron-beam-welded in place under vacuum. Spectrochemical analysis of the
alumina before and after these measurements showed no significant changes in
the composition of the alumina (the tungsten concentration was <0.01% before
and "0.01% after the measurements).

The viscosity of molten alumina was measured in the temperature
range from 2394 to 2742 K. The results are given in Table I-15. At each
temperature, the corrected radius of the crucible was calculated using the
thermal-expansion information provided by Touloukian.49 The density of
alumina used in the calculated viscosities is the average of the densities
measured by Bates50 and Elyutin,51 whose values agreed within 1.5%. Over
the temperature range of the experiments, our values may be represented by
the equation:
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ln n = 148 - 8.2734 (47)

where the viscosity n is given in pascal seconds* and the temperature T is in
kelvins. The estimate of the standard error of this fit is about 4%. The
activation energy for viscous flow calculated from our data is 95 kJ/mol.
This value is in reasonable agreement with the value 126 kJ/mol reported by
Elyutin.51 The data are presented graphically in Fig. I-10; also presented
for comparison are the viscosity data of Bates 50 and of Elyutin.5 1 Our data
agree well with those of Elyutin but differ significantly from those of Bates.
The cause of this discrepancy is not known at present.

Table I-15. Viscosity of Alumina

Mass of Alumina: 57.365 g
Moment of Inertia: 2.4001 x 10-4 kg-m2

Crucible Radius at 25*C: 12.74 mm

Temp., Density, Period, Logarithmic Viscosity,
K 103 kg/m3  s Decrement Pa-s

2458 2.85 15.297 0.0144 0.0264

2509 2.79 15.303 0.0153 0.0243

2412 2.90 15.305 0.0131 0.0288

2558 2.73 15.282 0.0166 0.0222

2661 2.62 15.303 0.0181 0.0186

2742 2.52 15.303 0.0190 0.0164

2618 2.67 15.302 0.0167 0.0216

2398 2.92 15.287 0.0121 0.0307

2453 2.85 15.294 0.0149 0.0255

2420 2.89 15.293 0.0124 0.0300

2394 2.92 15.293 0.0117 0.0313

1 Pa-s - 103cp
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3. Thermal Diffusivity ot Molten UO?
(C. Kim, R. A. Blomquist, and L. Leibowitz)

Information on the thermal conductivity of nuclear reactor fuels
in the liquid region is needed for reactor safety analyses of hypothetical
core meltdown accidents. The thermal diffusivity data obtained in the present
study will provide thermal conductivity values for molten oxide fuel when used
in conjunction with heat capacity and density data.

Currently, available experimental data for the thermal conductivity
and diffusivity of U0 2 extend to 13000 K.5 2- 54 Experimental results above
"2500 K on unencapsulated U02 have been limited, however, owing to the
rapidly increasing vapor pressure at these high temperatures. Any method
using either a vacuum or a long equilibration time is handicapped by
significant material loss and changing composition of the sample. In the
present work, measurements were made on U02 samples contained in a tungsten
cell which, after degassing, was welded shut to avoid material loss and
eliminate vapor interference with the operation of the electron guns.
Heating by the modulated-electron-beam technique was selected because of
considerations such as the requirement of accurate temperature measurements
to "3400 K, the requirement of uniformity in sample temperature, the design
of the sample container, and the applicability to a composite system.

The basic theory for the thermal diffusivity determination used in
the present study was developed by Cowan.55 The technique involves heating
the sample surfaces by electron beams whose intensity on one face is
modulated, thereby producing a modulated temperature wave in the sample.
The time required for this wave to pass'through the sample, expressed as a
phase shift, is related to. the thermal diffusivity of the sample. For
application of this method to liquid U0 2 , major experimental and analytical
modifications of the original Cowan approach were needed.

To apply the phase-shift technique to the U0 2 thermal diffusivity
measurements in the liquid region, it was necessary to design a suitable cell.
The cell design consisted of a tungsten cylindrical disc in which a thin
layer of U02 was contained and was sandwiched between two tungsten layers.
A mathematical analysis of heat transfer in the three-layer cell was
necessary to relate the measured phase-shift data to the thermal diffusivity
of the U02 sample. The mathematical model chosen for this analysis was a
one-dimensional, time-dependent system. This model, which gave results
essentially the same as those obtained from a more complex two-dimensional
model, is described below.

The governing equations for heat transfer in the three-layer system
can be written

ST a2T
- = -- , i 1, 2, 3 (48)

8x

where T is temperature, t is time, and x is the distance from the bottom
surface of the system. The term a is the thermal diffusivity and the
subscripts 1, 2, 3, respectively, denote the bottom tungsten layer, U0 2 layer,
and top tungsten layer. The boundary conditions to be satisfied by Eq. 48
are as follows:
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aTi
ki ax s Q0 - Io at x - 0

aTi WT7

ki TX s kp t
at x - Li

Ti - T J
aT2  aT3

kcg g- *k 3g
at x* L2

T2 - T J
aT3

k3a a -QL + IL at x " L (49)

where

QO - c oT2

QL - c3aT4

IL a LS + A sin wt (50)

In the above equations, k is thermal conductivity, c 13 surface
emissivity, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Qo and QL represent the
intensities of thermal radiation at x a 0 and x * L, respectively. The term
10 is the intensity of the electron beam at the bottom surface and IL is that
at the top surface; I0 is constant, while IL consists of the steady-state
intensity, ILA, and the time-dependent sine wave with the amplitude and
angular velocity w.

The method of solution for the boundary value problem is lengthy
but straightforward. The details have been given elsewhere.56 The phase lag
of the three-layer system can then be obtained from the periodic temperature
distribution in the system. The phase shift, i.e., the difference in the
phase lag across the system, depends on the followings thickness and thermal
diffusivity of each layer, emissivities and steady-state temperatures of the
top and bottom surfaces, and frequency of the modulated sine wave. For the
fixed-system dimensions and properties of the two tungsten layers, the phase
shift can be reduced to functions of the steady-state temperatures at the
top and bottom surfaces, the frequency of the sine wave, and the thermal
diffusivity of the U02 layer.

The experimental apparatus used in the measurement of thermal
diffusivity of U02 consists mainly of a vacuum system, a furnace chamber,
electron guns, optical pyrometers, and an electronic recorder. Both
temperature and phase measurements were made through calibrated, rotating
viewing ports which minimize deposition of vapor on windows. Temperature
measurements were made with Leeds and Northrup manual optical pyrometers
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which had been calibrated against standard tungsten-ribbon lamps obtained
from the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England. Phase-shift
measurements we.e made using Ircon automatic optical pyrometers, which have
photodiode sensing elements, in conjunction with a strip-chart recorder for
plotting the pyrometer outputs. Additional experimental details have been
given elsewhere.56

Thermal diffusivities were measured for solid, unclad U02 discs
at 1873 K prior to the liquid U02 measurements (above the melting point of
3138 K). The values obtained were 4.8 x 10-7 and 5.8 x 10'7 m2/s for 0.51-
and 1.02-mr-thick discs., respectively; these were found to agree well with
existing experimental data.'?-54 Phase shifts were then measured with three
test cells over the temperature range from 1720 to 3315 K. The power of one
of the electron beams was modulated with sine waves having frequencies of
0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 Hz.

A careful examination of a tungsten cell, which was cut along the
center line after the tests, revealed cracks in the U02 layer. These voids
must have been produced in the process of melting and then freezing the U02
contained in the cell. The presence of the irregular cracks in the U02 layer
precluded proper treatment by the present analytical method in interpreting
the measured phase-shift data. Thus, calculated thermal diffusivities are
reported only for liquid U02 -

Thermal diffusivities of the U02 sample in the liquid region were
deduced from the phase-shift data using the results of the mathematical
analysis described earlier. Results are shown in Table 1-16 for Cells 19, 20,
and 22, which had U02 layers 0.813, 0.813, and 1.219r'am thick, respectively.
The values for the thermal diffusivityof molten U02 range from 1.90 x 10' to
3.23 x 10-6 m2 /s for the temperature range from 3187 to 3315 K. However, no
temperature dependency of the values is evident. The overall average value
for liquid U02 is about 2.6 x 10-6 m2Is.

Several factors affect the thermal diffusivity of U02. Although
the porosity and stoichiometric composition of the sample have some
effects,57-58 these are considered to be minor. The role of internal
radiation is considered important in the heat transport in U02 at the high
temperatures; 59- 62 this importance is based on the fact that the spectrum
of U02 resembles that of a typical semitransparent material--opaque in the
visible, but transparent over a large portion of the infrared. 6 3-6 1

Studies have been conducted on high-temperature heat transport in
semitransparent materials such as sintered aluminum oxide, 65 fused quarts,6 6

and molten glass. 6 7 These studies have shown that lattice conduction and
electromagnetic radiation are the governing heat-transfer mechanisms in the
semitransparent materials. A complete solution for the heat-transport
equation of combined conduction and radiation is quite complex, but
approximate solutions are available for gray, optically thick material
bounded by opaque walls.68,69 In such cases, radiative heat transport can be
reduced to a diffusion process having radiative thermal diffusivity, which
represents the contribution of internal radiation. This property is known
to be a function of the optical properties and temperature of the material.
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Table I-16. Measurements of
of Molten U02

Thermal Diffusivity

Frequency Phase 106 x Thermal
Cell of Sine Temp., Shift, Diffusivity,
No.a Wave, Hz K rad m2/s

19 0.25 3255 0.8105 2.01
19 0.25 3255 0.7854 2.19
19 0.50 3294 1.2880 2.20
19 0.25 3335 0.7917 2.12
19 0.50 3315 1.2600 2.34
19 0.25 3290 0.6597 3.14
19 0.50 3290 1.2130 2.61
20 0.25 3187 0.8081 2.03
20 0.25 3187 0.8325 1.90
20 0.50 3196 1.2601 2.34
20 0.25 3281 0.7106 2.68
20 0.25 3281 0.7100 2.69
20 0.50 3289 1.1868 2.78
22 0.25 3180 0.9370 2.87
22 0.25 3310 0.9230 2.97
22 0.25 3294 0.8900 3.23
22 0.50 3286 1.5210 2.74
22 0.25 3265 0.9650 2.69
22 0.25 3235 0.9120 3.05
22 0.25 3235 U.8990 3.16
22 0.50 3288 1.5580 2.55
22 0.50 3263 1.5790 2.45
22 0.75 3238 1.9660 2.46
22 0.75 3310 1.9520 2.52

aThickness of Uo0 layer: Cells 19 and 20, 0.813 ma;
Cell 22, 1.219 m.

Although data for the optical properties of 1102 at the high
temperatures were not available, a preliminary calculation was carried out
for the radiative thermal diffusivity of U02. The optical properties of
sintered U02 were extrapolated for the temperature region from 1700 to 2000 K.
In the absence of values for liquid U0?, the values for single-crystal U02
were extrapolated to represent liquid U02. This was based on the assumption62

that the molten-state spectrum of U02 should be similar to that of a single
crystal since liquid U02 does not contain scattering centers such as voids
or grain boundaries.

We estimated the radiative thermal diffusivity of U0 in our teat
cells as follows. The Rosseland thermal conductivityiS was first calculated.
The effects of system parameters such as sample thickness and amissivfty of
the bounding surfaces on the radiative conductivity were then estimAted by
using the results of a thick-gas model.'" The radiative thermal diffusivity
was obtained by incorporating the density and specific-heat data.70 The value
obtained was 3 x 10-7 M2/8 for the temperatures from 1700 to 2000 K and that
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for the liquid region was 2 x 1076 m2/s. This should be compared with the
experimental value of 2.6 x 106 mz/s. Within the assumption that the
optical properties of single-crystal U02 may be used for those of liquid 029
these measured diffusivities therefore are consistent with substantial
radiative heat transfer in liquid U2. Further experimental verification of
these findings would be desirable.

C. I'mit-Accident Heat Removal

1. Mode ina
(J. K. Fink)

In post-accident heat-removal studies, one of the parmeters needed
is the time required to melt through the reactor vessel following a
core-disruptive accident. To obtain a reliable estimate of this time, it is
necessary to know the time required for the fuel debris to melt through the
steel barriers in the reactor. experiments have shown that the molten
fuel-stainless steel mixture from the core will solidify as particulate upon
contact with the cooler sodium. A debris bed composed of fuel particles and
stainless steel particles in sodium will settle on the horizontal steel
barriers in the reactor vessel. A computer code, 11: M I S# has been written
which models the heat transfer from the fuel debris to the steel barrier and
the sodium. both before and after dry-out has occurred, as well as the
subsequent melting of the steel layer. The code has been described
previously. 7  In its present form, the code aay be used to model the
melt-through of the core support structure, lover dome of the reactor vessel,
and guard vessel of FFTF as well as the melt-through of the reactor vessel
and guard vessel of (khnE. Cases have been rum for the melt-through of the
barriers of FFTF for various fractions of the fuel i veint'rv . It is often
assumed for FFTF that, after a core-disruptive accldni . "% of the core
debris is directed upw.rd and only 40); falls on the steel barriers; hence,
the case for :m of the fuel inventory is used here as an example.

In FFTF, the core support structure and lower dome of the reactor
vessel are hemi-oblate spheroids. The volume, V, of each of these barriers,
with major radius a and minor radius (depth) b, is given by the equation

V I vatb (51)

If the amount of fuel debris is insufficient to fill the entire half of the
ellipsoid, the debris will form a bed of maxim radius x and depth L inside
the ellipsoid. The following equation for the volume of feel debris, 9', in
a depth L may be solved to determine the depth of a given volune of fuel
debris.

Y' a (b - L) (52)
3lb

The maim m radius of the fusl-debris bed is given by the equation

x . b ObL - LI) I/ (53)
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The core-support structure has a major radius a " 81.28 cm and a minor
radius b * 21.3 cm. A debris bed consisting of 40% of the fuel inventory,
the corresponding steel and sodium (sodium comprises 40 vol X of the bed)
settles on the core support structure, fills the ellipsoid, and reaches a
depth of 3.15 cm above it. Thus, the debris bed is cylindrical on top with
an ellipsoidal lower boundary. Figure I-11a illustrates the debris bed with
the following initial conditions at 1 s:

(1) Temperature of fuel-debris bed, 973 K

(2) Temperature of sodium above and below the bed, 973 K

(3) Sides of the debris bed insulated

(4) Heat transfer by convection to 973 K sodium above and
below the bed

Figures I-lib through hlf show the progression of melt-through of the 7-cm
steel barrier in 1600 w intervals. By 400 s, dry-out of the bed has occurred
and the steel in the debris bed begins to melt. The occurrence of dry-out
has changed the upper boundary condition on the bed from convection of an
isothermal condition with the boundary temperature equal to the boiling point
of sodium (1155 K). By 800 s the steel barrier has begun to melt. At
1600 s, 92 of the fuel in the fuel debris has reached the malting point. At
1800 s melt-through of the barrier occurs. By this time, 782 of the steel
in the debris bed is molten and 162 of the fuel has reached its malting point.

After melting through the core support structure, the fuel debris
again falls through relatively cold sodium and forms a particulate bed on the
reactor vessel lower dome. Below this dome are insulation and the guard
vessel. As a first approximation, the three barriers are treated together
as one larger barrier insulated below. Because the reactor vessel lower dome
im likely to creep and thus contact the guard vessel, this approximation has
been shown to be reasonable. 72 Thv lower dome has a major radius a " 300 cm
and a minor radius " 193 cm. The debris bed will not fill this entire volume
but will reach a maximum depth L " 15.9 cm with a maximum radius of 119 cm.
With the lower boundary condition of insulation, the side boundary condition
of insulation, and heat transfer by convection to the sodium above, the
barriers are malted through in 35 s after the debris bed is formed. Thus
4.0 of the core debris would melt through the steel barriers of FMTF in
1815 s (10.6 0in).

Theor ca.culations illustrate how this model may be used to obtain
an estimate of Oii' time the core debris contacts the core retention system.
Tow model presently incorporates only failure of the steel structures due to
heating, but it could be extended to include failure by creep rupture.
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2. Interaction Studies
(J. K. Fink and J. J. Heiberger)

In post-accident heat-removal analyses information is needed on the
interactions of fuel debris and sodium with materials being considered for
barriers or for core-retention systems. Our studies on the interaction of
U02, graphite, and stainless steel and the interaction of Na20-Na2CO 3 with
U02, stainless steel, and Th0 2 are described below.

a. Interaction of U02, Graphite, and Stainless Steel

Although the interaction of U0 2 and graphite to 2403 K has
been investigated,7 3 ,74 only recently has information become available on the
interaction of U02, graphite, and stainless steel.7 5 The recent studies
examined the interaction of 70 wt % U02-30 wt % stainless steel at 1873,
2273, and 2673 K. To obtain additional data, we have performed experiments
at temperatures from 1873 to 2760 K on the interaction of graphite and U02 ,
as well as on that of graphite, U02, and stainless steel. In these experiments
the rates of carbide formation in the presence and absence of stainless steel
were measured and the effects on reaction rates of temperature, ratio of
stainless steel to U02, the extent of contact of the reactants, and type of
graphite were studied.

The U02-stainless steel-graphite experiments were performed
in an argon atmosphere using rf induction heating. In an experiment, a
high-fired U02 pellet (2.4 g) and Type 304 stainless steel (comprising 0 to
74.6% of total sample weight) were heated in an ATJ or AGSR* graphite
crucible with a vented lid. The sample was held at temperature for 1 h.
The apparatus has been described previously.76

The interaction of U02 and graphite was studied from 1873 to
2760 K. Only UC was formed between 1840 and 2100 K. At 2273 K and above,
both UC and UC2 were formed. These results and the rate of formation of
CO, UC, and UC 2 agreed well with thf: experimental results of Craven and
McCartney,73 who studied the U02-graphite reaction to 2403 K.

Although U02 and graphite begin to interact at 1840 K, we
found that the presence of stainless steel inhibits any interaction below
2223 K, in agreement with the results of Peehs et at.75 At temperatures
?2223 K, FeUC2 is formed 7 according to the reaction

Fe + U02 + 4C -+ FeUC 2 + 2CO

At these temperatures, the presence of stainless steel greatly accelerates
the reaction rate and thus the CO evolution (Fig. I-12). When only a small
amount of steel is present (10%), the reaction goes to completion very quickly.
As the amount of steel is increased, the reaction rate decreases but is always

*
ATJ and AGSR graphites are products of Union Carbide Corporation. ATJ
graphite is a very fine-grained, molded, high-strength graphite; its density
is 1.73 x 103 kg/m3 and its porosity is 1%. AGSR is a general-purpose,
extruded graphite with good mechanical strength; its density is
1.5 x 103 kg/m3 .
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larger than the rate for no stainless steel. Figure I-12 shows this trend at
2400 K for the case of a U02 pellet, initially on its side in an ATJ graphite
crucible, when different amounts of stainless steel are present. Further
experiments are planned to provide a better understanding of the reaction
when the ratio of stainless steel to U02 is small.

For a given ratio of stainless steel to U0 2 , temperature has a
significant effect on reaction rate. Figure I-13 illustrates the effect of
temperature on CO production for 30 wt % stainless steel.. Although the trend
of increasing reaction rate with temperature at 30 wt % stainless steel agrees
with the results of Peehs at al., 7 5 the reaction rate for U02 -30 wt % steel
at 2273 K measured in our experiments is considerably lower. It is believed
that this difference is due to differences in the U02 pellets (e.g., in
density and porosity or in firing conditions) and/or differences in the type
of graphite used in the two sets of experiments. Peehs used a type LN
graphite, whereas we used ATJ graphite. To investigate whether the type of
graphite does affect the reaction rate, we conducted experiments with
U02-30 wt % stainless steel at 2273 and 2400 K in both ATJ graphite and AGSR
graphite and found that the type of graphite does indeed affect the reaction
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rate, especially at the higher temperature (Fig. I-14). In fact, different
rates of CO production have been obtained using the same grade of graphite
from two different sources. Thus, the properties of graphite appear to
greatly affect the actual rate of CO production. Nevertheless, results were
consistent and reproducible for a given grade of graphite from a given source
and general trends could be seen in results obtained with one grade of
graphite.

The reaction rate is also affected by the geometry of the
experiment, i.e., the extent of contact of the U02 with both graphite and
stainless steel. The rate was higher for a U02 pellet resting on its side
than for one standing on end. When the pellet is on its side, only line
contact is made with the graphite but a larger surface area of U0 2 is in
contact with the FeUC2 and stainless steel melt. These results suggest that
one or both of the components in the melt serve to bring the interaction
components together.
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Some qualitative conclusions can be drawn from these small-scale
interactions. The interaction.. of U0 2 , graphite, and stainless steel show
that, below 2223 K, the interaction is inhibited by the presence of stainless
steel. Between 2223 and 2760 K, the rate of reaction (as measured by the rate
of CO evolution) increases when stainless steel is present and decreases as
the ratio of steel to U02 is increased. For a given percent of stainless
steel, CO production increases with temperature. The type of graphite used
and the configuration of U02 , stainless steel, and graphite also affect the
reaction rate. It is clear from these experiments that post-accident heat
removal studies involving graphite barriers must consider not only the
temperature, but also the ratio of steel to U0 2 , the extent of contact among

the reactants, and the type of graphite, when determining the appropriate

reaction rate.

b. Interactions with Na20-Na2CO3

Experiments by Baker et al.7 have indicated that a layer of

Na20 and Na2CO3 is formed on concrete when concrete is attacked by sodium.
Thus, the interactions of Na20, Na2CO3 , U0 2 , stainless steel, and concrete
are of interest in pogt-accident heat removal. These interactions and also
the interaction of Na20 and Na2CO 3 with Th02 are being studied.
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Our initial work has been small-scale experiments to study
the interaction of Na20-Na2CO 3 with U02 , stainless steel, and Th02 at 1225 K.
Table I-17 summarizes the results. The stability of Na20-Na2CO 3 was first
determined by heating an equimolar mixture of Na 20-Na2CO 3 at 1225 K for 0.5 h.
The Na20-Na 2CO 3 mixture formed a stable, single-phase liquid at 1225 K which
solidified at 975 K to a medium-gray solid of uniform texture. A mixture of
20 mol % U0 2 microspheres, 40 mol % Na20, and 40 mol % Na2CO 3 was then held
at 1225 K for 1 h. Metallic sodium was vaporized and sodium uranates were
formed. Analysis of the sodium metal condensate from the interaction showed
that no uranium was entrained in the vapor or gaseous products. Similar
results were obtained when 7.12 g of Type 302 stainless steel shot (2-mm dia)
was heated with 38.41 g of the U02-Na2O-Na2CO3 mixture at 1225 K for 1 h.
Sodium metal was again vaporized and the solidified melt was similar in
appearance to that of the solidified melt from the U02-Na 2O-Na2CO 3 interaction.
Stainless steel shot was visible in the melt. Analyses showed that 8.7%
(0.62 g) of the stainless steel and 55% (9.4 g) of the U02 had dissolved in
the melt.

Table I-17. Interactions with Na20-Na 2CO 3 at 1225 K

Time at
Total Mass 1225 K,

Initial Composition Loss, g min Remarks

21.38 g of 50 mol % Na20-50 <0.005 30 Trace of sodium vaporized.
mol % Na2CO 3  Upon cooling, melt had

appearance of solidified
fused salt.

38.41 g of 40 mol % Na20-40 0.91 60 Some sodium vaporized.
mol % Na 2CO3-20 mol % U02  Solidified melt was brown

with small orange areas.
X-ray diffractiona
identified Na3UO4 and
distortions of sodium-
uranate patterns. Also
possibly Na3UO5 and
Na1 1 U5 01 6 -

38.41 g of 40 mol % Na20-40 1.22 60 Some sodium vaporized.
mol % Na2CO3-20 mol % U02  Solidified melt was brown,
plus 7.12 g of 302 SS shot no orange areas. 8.7% of

the stainless steel and
55% of the U02 dissolved.

21.30 g of 50 mol % Na20-50 <0.005 60 Upon cooling, melt had
mol % Na2CO3 plus 11.03 g of appearance of solidified
Th02 rod fused salt. Th02 was

intact.

aX-ray diffraction analyses performed by B. S. Tani,
Laboratory, ANL.

Analytical Chemistry
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The behavior of Th02 was studied because of recent interest
in the 233U02-Th02 fuel cycle. Small pieces of Th02 rod and an equimolar
mixture of Na20-Na2CO 3 were held at 1225 K for 1 h. Only a trace of sodium
metal was vaporized; the mass loss was not measurable. The solidified melt
had the same appearance as that from the experiment with Na 20-Na2CO 3 alone.
The pieces of Th0 2 appeared to be unchanged in color, texture, and dimensions.
Additional tests are planned with Th02 at higher temperatures.

In summary, equimolar Na20-Na2CO 3 alone forms a stable,
single-phase liquid at 1225 K. When the mixture contains U02 , however,
sodium uranates such as'Na3UO4 and possibly NallU501 6 are formed and sodium
metal vaporizes from the mixture. Stainless steel particles added to the
mixture dissolve to a limited extent (8.7%) in 1 h. Thoria does not react
with. the Na20-Na2CO 3 mixture at 1225 K.
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II. SODIUM TECHNOLOGY
(C. C. McPheeters, R. A. Leonard, D. J. Raue,
T. A. Renner, S. B. Skladzien, R. D. Wolson,

and C. A. Youngdahl*)

A. Conversion of Commercial-Grade Sodium to Reactor-Grade Sodium
(R. D. Wolson and C. C. McPheeters)

A comparison of typical analyses of commercial-grade sodium with the
impurity limits of the Sodium Purchase Standard (RDT M13-1T) indicates that
calcium is the main impurity in commercial-grade sodium that prohibits its
use in reactors. A process system that could be attached directly to a
tank-car load of commercial-grade sodium and that could be transported for
reuse at different reactor sites would have obvious economic advantages. The
objective of this task is to develop a simple, inexpensive method for removing
calcium from commercial-grade sodium to produce reactor-grade sodium
(<10 ppm calcium).

Some of the.methods tested in this program proved to be effective in
removal of potassium as well as calcium from sodium. Potassium removal is
also of interest because, in the reactor core, it is activated to form radio-
active4 1Ar; however, since it is not a very significant source of 41Ar,
potassium removal is desirable but not essential.

1. Experimental Apparatus

Small-scale tests of several potential methods for removing calcium
from sodium were done in a helium glove box. A 5.7-L (1.5-gal) reservoir was
mounted above the glove box to provide a consistent, well-characterized
source of commercial-grade sodium. This sodium was routinely sampled and
analyzed to establish the initial calcium and potassium concentrations for
the various experiments. The helium in the glove-box was continuously
processed by absorption of moisture and oxygen (and other heavy gases) on a
molecular-sieve bed at liquid nitrogen temperature. Some of the small-scale
experiments were conducted in stainless steel beakers heated in a furnace
well attached to the bottom of the glove box. In a few experiments, the
material to be tested was placed in a tube attached to the outlet for the
sodium reservoir. Molten sodium was then allowed to flow through the
material and was collected for calcium analyses.

2. Calcium Removal Experiments

The calcium removal methods .hat have been tested include the
following: 1) reaction of calcium witai metal oxides (A1 2 0 3 , Cr2 0 3 and Na2O)
to form and retain CaO; 2) oxidation if calcium to form CaO particles which
are then separated from the sodium by molten-salt contacting; and 3) reaction
of calcium with graphite.

Calcium reacts with oxygen to form CaO, which is thermodynamically
more stable than most other metal oxides. Exposure of calcium metal to
metal oxides having a higher free energy of formation should result in
reduction of the metal oxide and oxidation of the calcium. As applied to the

*
Materials Science Division, ANL.
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problem of separating calcium from sodium, the metal oxides of interest must
have a free energy of formation higher than CaO and must not be reduced by
sodium. Many such oxides exist; however, only two were chosen for testing
because of their potential availability and convenience: activated A1201
(as used in gas chromatography) and Cr203 (as a coating on stainless steel).

One test was done with Cr2 03 . Sodium containing 340 ppm calcium
was heated to 500*C in a stainless steel beaker coated with Cr203 , decanted,
and analysed for calcium content. The calcium had been reduced to 85 ppm.

A column packed with activated alumina pellets (3.2-rm dia) having
high surface area was tested at 300C. The column was a stainless steel
tube (h9-rm long and 12-rm dia). Sodium was passed through the column at a
flow rate of 170 mg a-1 and collected for calcium analysis at various time
intervals. In Fig. II-1, the calcium concentration is plotted vo. the quantity
of sodium processed. As can be seen from this figure, the calcium had been
reduced to <10 ppm after the passage of "'25 g of sodium and was maintained
at <10 ppm after the passage of 40 g of sodium. The maximum capacity of the
alumina for calcium removal and retention was not determined. Development
of a large-scale process based on this method would require measurement of
the capacity and development of an alumina-regeneration scheme such as a
washing/drying operation.

300 --

REACTION OF CALCIUM IN SODIUM
I WITH ALUMINA AT 300*C

(a00

100

00 10 s 30 40 50
QUANTITY OF 900UM PROCESSED, g

Fig. 11-1. Reaction of Calcium in Sodium ith Alumina
at 300'C. ANL Neg. No. 308-77-653

CArmercial-grade sodium vas exposed to 3a20 by passing it through a
packed esim=: at 295C. The column was similar to that used above, and was
padeed with stemaless-steel win msh (0.15-me-dia) and 4 g of NaeO particles.
The first experiment resulted in reduction of the calcium content in 5 g of
sodium from 340 ppm to c10 ppm; however, subsequent experiments were less
successful. Ode shared grin of comercial-grade sodium was passed through
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the column at a rate of 17 mg s'1 while the temperature was gradually
increased from 230 to 285*C. Samples were taken at 20-g intervals and
analyzed for calcium content. The results of these analyses indicated that
the calcium removal was somewhat erratic, with values ranging from 14 to
155 ppm. This irregular behavior is probably due to intermittent release of
CaO particles from the column.

Molten-salt-contacting techniques have been used successfully at
ANLi to remove particulate impurities from liquid metals. The mechanism of
separation appears to be preferential wetting of the particles and retention
in the salt phase. This process was applied to separation of CaO particles
from sodium. An all-sodium-halide eutectic mixture was chosen to prevent
introduction of another metallic impurity into the sodium. The salt contained
37.5 mol % NaCt and 62.5 mol % Nal, and had a melting point of 575*C.2 The
salt-contacting experiments were conducted in the helium glove box, and the
molten salt and commercial-grade sodium were agitated at 630*C in a stainless
steel crucible. Twenty grams of the eutectic mixture was used to process
several 20-g latches of commercial-grade sodium. After contacting the two
phases for 25 min at 630*C, the mixture was allowed to settle for 5 min and
was quenched to 4150*C. The sodium was decanted and dissolved in alcohol for
calcium and potassium analyses. Figure II-2 shows the calcium and potassium
concentrations in each of the batches plotted against the cumulative quantity
of sodium processed. No oxygen was added to the first ten batches of sodium

I I I I I I I I I I I
INITIAL CALCIUM CONCENTRATION

INITIAL POTASSIUM CONCENTRATION a 0

O CALCIUM
A POTASSIUM
- -

- -

_ I I I I I II

0 20 40 G6 0 100 120 140 1 0 200 220 40 50

QUANTITY OF COMMERCIAL GADE SODIUM PROCESSED g

Fig. 11-2. Reduction of Calcium and Potassium
Concentrations by Molten Salt Contacting.
ANL Neg. No. 308-77-651
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because the residual oxygen and moisture level in the helium atmosphere was
expected to be sufficient to oxidize the calcium. Apparently, this oxidation
did not occur, and the low calcium and potassium concentrations obtained in
the early batches were due to simple redistribution between the sodium and
salt phases. In subsequent batches, the salt was saturated at a higher
solubility level and the distribution was more in favor of the sodium phase.
For the eleventh batch of sodium, Na20 was added to convert the calcium to
CaO; and, as can be seen in Fig. II-2, the calcium concentration dropped
dramatically to <10 ppm. Because K20 is unstable relative to Na20, the
potassium level was essentially unaffected by this addition.

Although the molten-salt-contacting method was very effective in
removing calcium and moderately effective in removing potassium, the
following difficulties with this method must be overcome: (1) the high
operating temperature enhances materials corrosion and increases operating
costs and (2) the solubilities of the halides in sodium are significant at
630C (0.26 and 0.35 mol % for NaCl and NaI, respectively3). Other molten
salts are available that have lower melting points, notably, the ternary
eutectic of NaOH, NaBr, and NaI (mp, 220C).

It is well established that graphite forms lamellar compounds with
potassium.4 ,5 A series of experiments was conducted to determine the
effectiveness of lamellar compound formation in removing potassium and
calcium from sodium. Spectral-grade graphite pellets were heated in vacuum
at 600C to remove adsorbed impurities. These pellets were then exposed to
commercial-grade sodium in the furnace well of the helium glove box.
Stainless steel crucibles containing 20 g of sodium and 7.5 g of graphite
pellets were heated at 200, 400 and 500*C for 30 min. The sodium was then
decanted and analyzed for calcium and potassium content. At 500C graphite
reduced the calcium concentration from 320 to "'100 ppm and the potassium
concentration from 270 to 130 ppm; it did not reduce the concentrations
significantly at lower temperatures. The potential problems of this method
are: carbon may be added to the sodium to unacceptable levels and the
operating temperature may be too high. Therefore, this method was not
examined further.

Of the calcium-removal methods tested, the molten-salt-contacting
and the alumina-reaction techniques were the most effective. These methods
will be considered for further development as a final step in the
radioactive-sodium disposal process (Section II.C).

3. Production of Reactor-Grade Sodium with the Chlorine-Amalgam Cell

A possible means for producing reactor-grade sodium is to modify
the chlorine-amalgam cell 6,7 so that chlorine and metallic sodium, rather
than chlorine and caustic, are produced. The calcium in commercial-grade
sodium arises from the use of the NaCl-CaCl2 eutectic mixture in the Downs
cell. Use of the chlorine-amalgam cell wuuld eliminate use of CaCl2 and no
calcium impurity would be present. Such a process has been developed by the
Tekkosha Co. Ltd. 8 of Japan. A slight modification of the Tekkosha process
formed the basis for this evaluation of the technical feasibility of
modifying chlorine cells for production of reactor-grade sodium.
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The amalgam cell, as it is now used,7 has a mercury cathode, a
graphite anode, and saturated brine electrolyte. Passage of electrical
current deposits metallic sodium in the amalgam and chlorine gas at the
anodes. The amalgam is pumped to a denuder cell where the sodium reacts with
the water to form sodium hydroxide.

To adapt the amalgam Drocess to the production of metallic sodium
requires diversion of the amalgam from the denuder cell and separation of
the sodium from the mercury. For the purposes of this study, two processes
were considered for this separation: distillation, and electrochemical
separation followed by distillation to remove the last traces of mercury.
The electrochemical process was chosen for this study because of excessive
energy costs associated with distillation.

The electrochemical separation, using existing technology,4 '8

results in a sodium product containing 0.5 wt % mercury. This mercury can
be removed by distillation and recycled to the amalgam at the cell inlet.
A cost estimate for production of reactor-grade sodium based on modification
of two chlorine amalgam cells in an existing chlorine plant is 43.9c/lb Na
(96.6 /kg). The current cost of reactor-grade sodium is about 34.4 /lb Na
(75.50/kg) not including storage, shipment, or tank-car rental and
qualification. Therefore, the amalgam process does not appear economically
competitive with the Downs process for production of reactor-grade sodium.

B. Reuse of LMFBR Sodium Coolant
(C. A. Youngdahl and D. J. Raue)

A large quantity of sodium removed from the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant is available for possible reuse in the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
(CRBR). During decommissioning of the Fermi plant, the radioactive sodium
was unloaded from the reactor primary system and from the systems of the
Fuel and Repair Building (FARB), and then stored at the reactor site. Nearly
40,000 gal (150 m3) of the sodium are contained in the three 15,000-gal
(57 m 3) primary storage tanks of the reactor, and another 31,000 gal (120 m 3 )
are being stored in 630 55-gal (0.21 m3 ) drums. Examination of the Fermi
sodium was undertaken to determine its suitability for reuse in the CRBR or
a similar application in which the residual radioactivity would not be
objectionable.

The analytical work was focused primarily on the detection of carbon in
the sodium. If high carbon levels are present, the mechanical properties of
reactor components might be adversely affected. The RDT Standard for the

purity of sodium in operating reactors (RDT A 1-5T, March 1976) places an

upper limit of 0.7 ppm on available carbon.

Analyses of Fermi sodium made during reactor operation did not determine
whether or not the limit for available carbon was exceeded. A total carbon
value of 1 0.5 ppm had been found by the EBR-II analytical laboratory, but
they cautioned that part of the carbon might have been segregated during
sampling and missed in the analysis. Other laboratories reported levels of
carbon greater than 1 ppm, even in cases where carbonate carbon had been
separately determined and subtracted from the total amount.
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During the early history of the Fermi System, carbonaceous gases and
Fluorolube oil had contacted the primary sodium, and high carbon concentrations
had been reported. Although the levels had decreased after cleaning and
subsequent operation of the reactor, the possibility remained that part of this
carbon might have become segregated during reactor operation and transferred
with the sodium during unloading. Thus, a definitive analysis for carbon in
the stored sodium was needed to establish the concentration of available
carbon. In view of the complex history of the Fermi System, the sodium was
also examined for impurities other than carbon.

During the past year, the Analytical System for Used Reactor Sodium
(ASURS) was completed at ANL, and four 55-gal (0.21 m3) drum samples of Fermi
reactor sodium were analyzed. The ASURS is shown schematically in Fig. 1I-3,

and the appearance of the system during construction is shown in Fig. II-4.
Construction materials are Types 304 and 316 stainless steel. The system has
capabilities for overflow sampling, cold trapping, and analysis of sodium for
oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon by the foil-equilibration method. A helium glove
box was assembled for handling and distilling sodium samples.

Substantial error in carbon analysis can occur under certain conditions
because of carbon interaction between the test sodium and the containment
material. This problem was examined for the ASURS with the use of a computer
program* which describes carbon diffusion profiles in stainless steel that is
in contact with sodium. The computer code was used to calculate the amount
of carburization or decarburization that would occur in 24 hours in the
portion of the system that operates near 750*C. This calculation indicated
that the amount of carbon transferred would not significantly alter the
carbon concentration of the ti180 kg of sodium in the ASURS system so long as
the initially available carbon in sodium was %0.7 ppm or more. Below this
"0.7 ppm level, however, the hot-zone interaction error increases and becomes
substantial near "0.4 ppm. A smaller error for additional samples of the
same carbon content is expected.

To improve confidence in the results of the equilibration analysis for
carbon, we decided to expose tabs of standard Fe-12Mn foil together with
HEDL 18-8 foil' during each equilibration period. The use of Fe-12Mn is
described in RDT F 3-40T "Methods for the Analysis of Sodium and Cover Gas,"
January 1976; an analysis method using 18-8 tabs is given in the appendix of

the same volume. The Fe-12Mn foil is not an ideal material because it
provides low carbon concentrations in the foil and also tends to lose
manganese to the system during equilibration. But the Fe-12Mn foil is
considered to be a reliable material for analysis at relatively high carbon
activities.

*
Developed by Materials Science Division (MSD) at ANL.

Stainless-steel equilibration foils ordered by Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL) for use by the sodium technology community.
The foils are of the nominal composition Fe-18Cr-8Ni.
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V

Fig. II-3. Flow Diagram of the Analytical
System for Used Reactor Sodium
(ASURS). ANL Neg. No. 308-76-310

A third foil, Westinghouse A304SS, which is being tested by the sodium
technology community, was available from the Materials Science Division (MSD)
at ANL; data correlating carbon concentration in the material with the carbon
activity was also obtained from the MSD. For a given carbon activity, the
foil displays a much lower carbon concentration than would be expected from
previous work with various 18-8 Cr-Ni alloys. The reason for this behavior
is not yet understood, and the low concentrations are difficult to measure
accurately. Nevertheless, the foil equilibrated rapidly and reproducibly
with carbon in sodium. A sample of the Westinghouse foil was therefore
included in each carbon-equilibration test.
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Fig. II-4. ASURS During Construction (the heat exchanger extends
to the left, outside of the photo).
ANL Neg. No. 308-76-233
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The vanadium-wire equilibration method described in RDT F 3-40T was
used to measure oxygen concentration in the ASURS sodium at various times
during the course of these experiments.

Sixteen of the 630 drums of sodium, filled from the three storage tanks
at the Fermi site, were sent to Argonne for analysis. The 16 drums were
selected to give a random sampling from all three storage tanks. A review
of the Fermi reactor history and the final unloading procedure showed that
the residual sodium transferred from the reactor to the tanks after the drums
had been filled probably contained less carbon than the sodium previously in
the tanks. Therefore, analysis of the sodium from the drums should represent
the maximum carbon level present in the total quantity of sodium. Any
particulates that may have settled in the tanks and have not been withdrawn
during filling of the drums can once again be left behind in the tanks
during future unloading if the same techniques are used. Sodium from the
drums was loaded into the ASURS system by transferring it through a
20-pm-pore-size stainless steel filter.

Equilibration analyses were performed in close accordance with the
standard RDT F 3-40T except that (1) the sodium flow rates were less than the
0.25 gpm (16 cm3/s) recommended for carbon tests* and (2) the periods of
cooling to 500*C after exposure were three to eight times longer than
specified in the standard (5 min). These departures from the standard are
not expected to influence the results greatly. The HEDL, Westinghouse A, and
Fe-12Mn tabs were 50-mm long by 12-mm wide, and weighed 330, 380, and 60 mg,
respectively. Typical weight changes during exposure were 1"0.1 mg for the
Fe-Cr-Ni alloys and 1l mg for Fe-12Mn. Vanadium wires were used for oxygen
analysis and were 0.25 mm in diameter and 150-mm long. Use of the standard
procedure was continued with the analysis of the foils and wire.

The results of the equilibration analyses for the four drums are given
in Table II-1. (The first analyses were done with ordinary reactor-grade
sodium to assure proper operation of the system and to check the analytical
method.) The concentrations of available carbon in the Fermi sodium were
found to be <380 ppb throughout the series of tests. The values of 1/26/77
were less than those of the previous run, perhaps because the amount of
carbon contributed by the hot-zone containment materials to sodium in the
equilibration vessel was decreasing with time. Subsequently, tests at higher
and lower flow rates were conducted (2/9 and 3/1.) Lu reveal any substantial
error from (1) bias against entrainment of larger precipitate particles at
low flow rates, (2) insufficient dissolution time for suspended particles
that enter the high-temperature zone, or (3) interaction effects of hot-zone
containment materials. Although the scatter in foil analyses obscures small
changes that might be associated with the phenomena described, especially at
low levels of carbon, the absence of a large flow-rate effect was demonstrated.
Tests with high bulk-sodium temperatures (427-450*C) were made on 5/20 and
6/16 to find any available carbon that might have been present in floating
phases or in precipitates (e.g., carbonate) on the inner surface of the
reservoir. The results were similar to those of tests with lower reservoir
temperatures.

*
System control was troublesome near 0.25 gpm, and was much improved with
somewhat reduced flow rates.



Sodium Sample
(& weight)

Reactor Grade
(183 kg)

Fermi #1-100
(180)

Fermi #2-101
(180)

Table II-1. Results

Test Reservoir
Date Temp., *C

12/4/76 <150

1/19/77

1/26

2/9

2/21

3/19

5/5

5/20

<140

<140

150

150

150

150

450

1

1

0.14

0.14

HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

V Wire

HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

V Wire

o in Na,
ppm

of Tab and Wire Equilibrations

Flew Rate, Foil
Tapa gpm Type

1 0.12 HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

1 G.13 HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

1 0.13 HEDL

HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

1 0.19 HEDL

HEDL

Wh A

V Wire

2 0.17 V Wire

1 0.031 HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

V Wire

6.3

9.3

15

2.5

16

in ASURS (750*C, except 12/4/76 725"C)

Pretest C,b,c Posttest C,b C in Na,d,e

ppm ppm ppm

294 376 0.220

337 43 0.155

84 90 0.375

308 431 0.253

344 97 0.287

68 89 0.374

271 308 0.180

255 350 0.205

3 i 45 0.184

67 85 0.357

314 0.184

323 0.189

81 0.239

376

54

61

495

51

88

384

60

83

0.220

0.191

0.256

0.290

0.184

0.370

0.225

0.205

0.349

0'



Table 11-1. (contd)
Sodium Sample Test Reservoir de

Sodium Sample
(& weight)

Fermi #1-19

Fermi #3-100

Test

Date

6/16

9/21

Reservoir

Temp.,

427

192

Flow Rate, Foil Pretest C,b,c
Tapa gpm Type ppm

1

1

0.14

0.10

HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

V Wire

HEDL

Wh A

Fe-Mn

V Wire

Posttest C,b
ppm

378

28

77

334

34

66

C in Na,d,e
ppm

0.222

0.120

0.323

0.195

0.134

0.278

aFor 1, flow tapped via Vi in Fig. II-3; 2, via V2 in Fig. 11-3.

bPretest carbon from stock sampled adjacent to equilibration tabs.

Cubere data not given, the pretest carbon content assumed to be the average of previous analyses (the same foil stock used
in all tests).

dCarbon in sodium values for HEDL and Fe-Mn tabs are based on correlations in RDT F3-40T (Jan 1976). Other values are from
MSD/ANL correlations.

eCold trapping was done at various intervals with a small analytical cold trap, mainly to collect carbonate carbon for
analysis. No significant carbonate deposits were found.

o in Na,
ppm

6.0

3.1
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In addition to foil equilibrations in ASURS, the general scheme of exam-

ination for carbon in the used reactor sodium has included the following:
(1) sampling the solid surface and subsurface sodium in the shipping drum
prior to heating the sodium for transfer into ASURS, (2) sampling the sodium
heel left in the bottom of the drum after the transfer, (3) retaining for
analysis the 20-um-pore-size stainless-steel frit filter through which the
sodium was passed during the transfer, and (4) extracting the cold-trap pre-
cipitates for analysis. Overflow samples were also taken for determinations

of carbon content. The oxyacidic flux method for total carbon was specified
for these auxiliary samples. The carbon liberated by water and acid will
also be measured using portions of these samples. This general scheme is
designed not only to find available carbon in the ASURS sodium, but also to

reveal carbon that may become available under other handling conditions.

If considerable carbon is found in the surface or bottom fractions of
the drums or in the filters, this carbon can be avoided by a procedure
similar to that currently used for sodium transfer into ASURS. The sodium
is withdrawn from the shipping drum into the filter line at a drum temperature
of 120-150*C by using a dip tube located 1.3 cm above the bottom of the drum.
The bottom fraction of the drum load and the upper-surface oxide are not
transferred.

C. Disposal of Radioactive Alkali-Metal Waste
(S. B. Skladzien, C. C. McPheeters and B. Misra)

As the use of LMFBRs for energy production becomes prevalent in the
future, large quantities of sodium will be contaminated by exposure to neutron
flux, by fuel/sodium interactions, and by introduction of activated corrosion
products. This sodium will be too highly contaminated for direct disposal to
the environment, but usually not too highly contaminated to allow its reuse
in new LMFBR plants after slight decontamination. Occasionally, some
quantities of sodium may become highly contaminated and these will require
decontamination or conversion to a form suitable for storage in a permanent
repository for radioactive materials. Therefore, the problem of disposal of
radioactive alkali-metal waste can be considered as two separate problems:
1) decontamination of alkali-metal coolants for reuse in new reactors and
2) conversion of radioactive alkali metals to a form suitable for disposal.
The decision on whether to decontaminate or convert a batch of sodium will
depend to a large degree on the quantity involved. Any decontamination
operation will result in a highly radioactive residue that must be converted
to a form suitable for disposal (preferrably a glass).

A study of possible methods to decontaminate waste sodium was done by
Chellew and Cafasso.9 Several methods were considered in this study
including centrifugation, precipitation, carbon gettering, distillation,
oxide slagging, and electrorefining. Other possible methods include addition
of soluble getters to the sodium in order to enhance precipitation, and the
use of molten sodium-halide salts to remove particulates by preferrential
wetting and/or reaction of certain fission products to form stable compounds
in the salt phase. A study of these possibilities has resulted in a
concentration of effort on distillation, soluble gettering coupled with
molten-salt contacting, and conversion of sodium waste to soda-lime-silica
glass.
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1. Distillation

Calculations are being done to determine the feasibility of
separating sodium from the typical spectrum of fission products by
distillation. Of the fission products expected to be present, only cesium
and rubidium have vapor pressures higher than that of sodium. Rubidium is
present at such low activities that it does not pose a problem. Other fission
products, including strontium, barium, tellurium, antimony and iodine (as NaI),
have significantly lower vapor pressures than sodium. Separation of sodium
from these fission products with high decontamination factors should be
possible. Calculations indicate that cesium can be separated from sodium
as the more volatile phase with a decontamination factor of "1000. If the
separation of cesium from sodium by vacuum distillation is not adequate,
reaction of sodium with graphite to form lamellar compounds will be attempted.
This method has been successful in tests at EBR-II.10

2. Soluble Getters

The use of soluble getters to enhance precipitation of fission
products was patented in 1974 by K. Furukawa.11 The process involves
addition of calcium-magnesium alloy to the contaminated sodium in sufficient
quantities to reach the solubility limits at 600C (8 and 1.5 wt %,
respectively). The sodium is then cooled to <150C to precipitate the
calcium and magnesium. Certain fission products presumably precipitate by
preferrential solubility in the calcium and/or magnesium. The last step in
the soluble-getter process is removal of the residual calcium and magnesium
from the sodium. Based on the experience gained in the calcium removal
studies (Section II.A), the best process for this Ca/Mg removal appears to be
contacting the sodium with molten salt. A ternary eutectic mixture of NaOH,
NaBr and NaI (mp, N220*C)12 is being considered for this purpose. The NaOH
should provide sufficient oxygen activity to oxidize the calcium and
magnesium which should then remain entrained in the salt phase.

3. Conversion of Sodium to Sodium Hydroxide

A process for controlled conversion of sodium metal to molten
sodium hydroxide was described in a 1977 patent by T. R. Johnson.13 The
process divides the highly exothermic reaction into three manageable stages:
(1) alloying the sodium with a heavy metal such as lead or tin, (2) injecting
oxygen into the lead-sodium alloy in the presence of molten sodium hydroxide
(the Na20 dissolves in the NaOH phase), and (3) exposing the NaOH-Na 2O
mixture to steam to convert the Na20 to NaOH. This process does not result
in any gaseous evolution, and produces molten NaOH--a product suitable as a
starting material for making glass for radioactive-waste disposal. Work on
this process is just beginning. The effort will be initially aimed at
conducting the process steps individually to determine problem areas.

D. Tritium Permeation Through Steam-Generator Matcrfals
(T. A. Renner and D. J. Raue)

In the design and operation of LUFBRs, it is essential to minimize the
release of radionuclides to the environment. Of particular importance is
the release of tritium, which is generated in the reactor core, diffuses
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tlr(t1igh the ie1L and control-rod cladding, and migrates through the sodium
coolant systems. Sodium cold traps are the primary tritium-control devices
and should removi- most of the tritium produced by the LMFBR. However,
determination of the tritium permeation rates through the reactor construction
niaterfal ' is important because, at reactor operating temperatures, hydrogen
IsoLopes readily penetrate and diffuse through these materials. Two of the
important escape paths of tritium from an iMFBR are the heat-transfer surfaces
of Lhe steam-generator system and the walls of the hot-leg piping in the
primary hi"-at-t r:mrrsport system (PHTS).

Oxide coatings are known to significantly reduce the permeability of
hydrogen isotopes through many metals and alloys, sometimes by as much as two
to three orders of magnitude; however, data for direct comparison of noncoated
and oxide-coated metals are sparse. As a result of this lack of reliable data,
a model that adequately desciibes the variation of permeation rate as a
function of (1) the physical and chemical properties of the oxide coatings
and (2) the chemistry of the water from which steam is generated has not yet
been developed.

To provide some of the required data for this model, we have completed
a series of measurements of the permeation rate of tritium through
Fe-2 1/4 Cr-1Mo (Croloy), a candidate material for LMFBR steam generators.
For this purpose, an in-sodium tritium permeation probe has been designed for
use in the Apparatus for Monitoring and Purifying Sodium (AMPS), a
forced-circulation sodium loop containing about 320 kg of sodium. The details
of the permeation-probe design, the steam-generating system for oxidation
experiments, and the emergency alarm and shut-down system for the protection
of personnel and equipment have been described previously.1'

To insure proper functioning of the sample-collecting system, the
permeability of pure nickel to tritium at 753 K (895 F) was measured in the
AMPS environment. The in-sodium nickel membrane* used for this determination
is an integral part of the tritium-meter system of the sodium loop. For the
nickel permeation measurements, the Ar-1X 11, sweep-gas stream from the tritium
meter was diverted through a Cu20-MnO bed (873-893 K) at a rate of about
1200 mm3 (STP)/s, where conversion of tritium to 11011 occurred. Next the gas
stream was passed through a dual fritted-bubbler system where the 3H0H was
trapped in a Monophase-40 liquid scintillation cocktail,t and integral
tritium fluxes were determined by employing normal scintillation counting
techniques. Experimental determinations showed that greater than 992 of the
tritiated water (3HOH) was retained in the two bubbler traps and that
essentially total conversion of tritium to "11011 was achieved in the
mixed-oxide bed.

The permeability of tritium in nickel, *T, was then determined from the
relation

0T * R.X/A(Opn) (1)

*Effective surface area of the membrane (A), 13.40 cm2; thickness of the
membrane wall (X), 0.381 m.

Product of Packard Instrument Co., Downers Grove, IL.
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where R " experimental tritium flux
A = effective surface area of the membrane
X a thickness of the membrane wall

hp a net driving force

In Eq. 1, Apn is expreumed by

P TNa T R (2)

where pT2,Na is the pressure of tritium (T) in equilibrium with sodium

(upstream pressure) and pT 9g is the partial pressure of T? in the Ar-t% H?

sweep gas (downstream pressure). The experimental conditions were such that
the upstream pressure of T7 exceeded the downstream pressure by a factor of
at least 1.5 x 104; consequently, p'T 2g in negligible with respect to

P , and Eq. 1 may be rewritten as

4T R-X/A(p.n N) (3)

In Eq. 3 the exponent, n, was obtained by plotting In R on. In pTNa

and determining the slope of the resulting straight line. For tritium in
nickel, the slope was 0.55 t 0.08 with a correlation coefficient, r, of 0.979.
This apparent half-power dependence on pressure (n * 0.5) for tritium
permeation in nickel is typical of the behavior of hydrogen isotopes in
unoxidised metals in which transport occurs by atomic rather than molecular
diffusion.

The measured permeability of tr tiu. in nickel at 753 K (M9'Y) was
0.764 s 0.016 jin(STP)*mj/sm'*Pa1 2, with PT2 between 0.366 and

0.535 pPa. This "T value may be compared with that obtained from the work of
Bell and Redman: 15 6T " 0.808 Im1(STP)*mJ/sem 2 'Pa1 2, with a driving
pressure of approximately 0.5 aPa. Considering that the tritim driving
pressures in Bell and Redman's experiments were higher by a factor of about
10t than those employed in this study, the agreement between the two
permeability values measured by these two independent methods is very good.

The permeability of tritium in unoxidised Croloy was measured between
672 and 755 K in the AMf environment. This Croloy m..brane (A " 75.69 cm,
and X " 0.254 m) was treated at 755 K ( 00*') for one week with flowing
Ar-lZ U2 sweep gas to reduce any surface mide film that may have been
present. Tritium fluxes were measured by the same techniques described
above for the nickel merane. The exponent, n, wa determined in the sa
maner as before, and was found to be 0.53 t 0.03 (r * 0.994); this value
again indicates a half-power pressure dependence for uomidised metal.
Figure II-S is a plot of in OT (unemidised (roloy) 0.. recipreos temerature.
From the slope of this line, the apparent activation energy for tritiuM
permeation in umoadised Croloy was found io 't 39.14 * 0.3 /ki/mel
(9350 * 0 cal/mel). The permasabIlity m'(ST)'em/s'"a 1a1  as a function
of tperature between 672 and 75 K ay be expressed as follows
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(4)(unoxidized Croloy) " 769 x

Experimental measurements were conducted on three materials (two Croloy
m Araes and one Croloy tube) to assess the effect on tritium permeation
rates of oxide coatings; these coatings were produced by exposing the material
to flowing steam at stema-generator operating temperature. For Croloy
m rame 91 (the same membrane discussed in the preceding paragraph),
distilled water for king steam was prepared by passing it through a
dvioniuing column, adjuKt int the lit to 9.0-9.5 with ammonia, and adding;
%4 vppm hydrazine as an OXV 11 scavenger. (This water chemistry is typical
of that proposed for the CKHR Plant.) Hembrane 01 was oxidized by flowing
steam at 755 K (900*F) and a pressure of 0.2 MPn for 28 days. Tritium
permeatin from the sodium through the membrane reacted with the steam to
form 311o1; no unreacted Tp or UT was detected in the system. The rate of
condensat ion waA approximately 20-30 g/h. The condensed steam was collected,
Cnd, after accumulation of 100 to 400 cm3, triplicate 5-cm3 aliquots were
taken. Thne aliquots were analyzed for tritium by liquid-scintillation
counting in Monophaso-40. The permn'ation rate was calculated from the
tritium ana lyiies via Eq. 3; the resulting permeation rates are shown

*This process resulted in a conductivity equal to 0.35 mS/m.

450 400

100T tI4

Fig. 11-5.

Dependence of Tritium Permeability on
Temperature for Unoxidized Croloy.
ANL Neg. No. 308-77-674
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in Fig. 11-6. After 28 days (672 h) of steam exposure, the permeation
rate of tritium in Croloy was reduced by a factor of about 185 below the
unoxidized Croloy permeation rate. Because no apparent further decrease in
permeation rate occurred after 28 dayo, measurements on Croloy membrane I1
were terminated.

10 - -- T T

o O CROLOY MEMBRANE* I
(A = 75.69 cm2 - X . 0254 mm)

o A CROLOY MEMBRANE *2
(A = 69.51 cm2 - X * 0.254 mm)v

E 0 MSG TUBING, Fe - 2 Cr -l Mo
(A " 61.43 cmt - X " 1.588 mm)

I-
F-

E
u
W

a

-- O

S000

tug,(hus)

Fig. II-6. Tritium Permeation Through Croloy
Into Steam. ANL g.a flo. 308-77-646

Croloy awnbrane /2 (A " 69.51 =2t awl X " 0.254 mm) was then pos i toned
in the AMPS. A donor nodifieation in the end-cap o f this permea tion membr ane

resulted in a slightly sudller surface area than that of membrane 01. Unlike

the water for stemn generation used for mmrans fi, the water for membrane 12
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was boled vigorously to release dlt55olved oxygen before the additions of
ammonia and hydrazine. All other experimental conditions were identical to
those described earlier. After a conditioning period of several days, during
which the Croloy surface was reduced at. 755 K (900 F) in the presence of
Ar-I2 11, permeation measurements were begun. The tritium flux through the
unoxidized membrane was measured at 755 K (900*F). The tritium permeation
rates ire also shown in Fig. 11-6. An initial sharp decrease in tritium
permeation rate after a short period of steam exposure was expected to be
observed. (We had been unable to See this sharp decrease in tests with the
first membrane.) After only six hours of steam oxidation, the permeation
rate decreased by a factor of about ten. The most dramatic reduction in
tritium permeation rate (by a factor of '120) occurred during the first.
100 h of exposure to steam; thereafter, the permeation rate declined
slowly. The points in Fig. 11-6 marked by triangles and hexagons are of
special interest. Before each of these samples was taken, steam flow was
interrupted due to low-pressure alarms triggered by a loss of feedwater to
the evaporator tube of the steam generating apparatus. These alarms also
caused the heaters on the steam-conducting tubes to be turned off.
Consequent ly, these circumstances probably led to a thermal shock of the
oxide coating on the Croloy surface. Upon restoration of steam f low to the
membrane, the permeation rate always increased, sometimes sharply, and then
declined in subsequent runs as the time of steam exposure increased. These
observations are all consistent with the suggestion that the oxide coating
was cracked or damaged by thermal stress and that rapid healing occurred In
the presence of steam at 755 K (900*1'). Similar effects of thermal cycling
on protective oxide coatings were observed by Bell ct, al.'' in their steam
oxidation studies of Incoloy 800. Measurements on Croloy membrane #/2 have
also been terminated; the final tritium permeation rate was about 185 times
lower than that for unoxidized Croloy.

After membranes 01 and #2 were removed from the AMPS, they were
sectioned and prepared for analysis of thc oxide coating on the inner surfaces.
A double oxide layer was observed in both cases. The outermost layer was
brown and spalled readily when slight mechanical stress was applied with the
fingers. A thin black coating, tenaciously bound to the metal surface, was
found under this brown layer. Small samples of each layer were removed for
analysis by X-ray diffraction.* The brown layer was discovered to consist
mainly of a-Fe203 and the black layer mainly of Fe304. Examination of oxide
specimens by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that the brown layer
had a structure in which needle-like crystallites were loosely bound together
to form larger dendrites. This whole outer layer was also extensively
cracked, and some larger chunks were entirely broken away, exposing the
underlying Fe304 layer. The black Fe 304 layer had the appearance of a dry
riverbed, completely covered by a criss-cross network of elongated microcracks.
Electron microprobe analysis (EMA)t also helped to elucidate the nature of the
double oxide coating. The thickness of the combined coatings varied between
5 and 20 pm. (Due to difficulties encountered in mounting the samples for
analysis, we were not able to determine the mean thicknesses of the two
layers.) Elemental profiles were obtained by RMA for Fe, Cr, Mo, and 0.

Dy B. 8. Tani, Analytical Chemistry Laboratory, ANL.

B'y W. A. Shin, Chemical Engineering Division, AL.
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As expected, the principal constituents of the oxide layers were iron and
oxygen; however, evidence indicated that chromium and molybdenum had migrated
from the hulk metal into the oxide layers. These observations are of a
qualitative nature, and, without more elaborate surface studies, no
significant quantitative conclusions may be drawn regarding the mechanism of
oxide formation, tie affects of thermal stress, and the effects of water
chemistry.

The third Croloy permeation probe was constructed from tubing provided by
Atomics International (AI). Th tubing had been exposed to sodium for over
9300 h in Al's Modular Steam Generator (MSG), of which 4015 h were at
steaming conditions. Maximum temperature and pressure were 772 K (930 F) and
17.7 MPa, respectively. The inner surface of this steam-generator tube was
covered by a thin black layer of Fe304s ; no evidence of a second layer similar
to t hat found on membranes I and 2 was discovered. Due to the fragile nature
of the brown c-Fe2 01 layer, if present in the Al tube at all, it probably had
been eroded away completely under the severe operating conditions of the MSG.
This probe was installed in the AMPS and exposed to flowing steam at
'0.2-MI'a pressure. Tritium permeatton measurements were made as before; the
total time of additional steam exposure was about twelve days in the AMPS.

The permeation rate, which was initially about 50 times lower than that
of unoxidized Croloy, rapidly declined to a value "150 times below that of
unoxidized Croloy. The experimental results are superimposed upon those
obtained for membranes 1 and 2 in Fig. 11-6. The pressure dependence of the
permeation rate was determined from the experimental data for membrane #2 and
for the MSG tubing. For the former, n = 0.57 t 0.05 (r = 0.939), and for the
latter, n = 0.57 4 0.07 (r = 0.961). The data points for the MSG tube are
displaced slightly to the left in Fig. 11-6 because this material had been
preoxidized at Al for "4015 h. In addition, owing to stresses imposed by
machining and electron-beam-welding operations, the protective oxide coating
sustained slight damage during fabrication of the permeation probe. This
damage resulted in somewhat higher permeation rates during the first two days.
Nevertheless, temperature is probably a more important factor than steam
pressure in determining the tritium permeation rate in steam-oxidized Croloy.

E. Tritium Tran iporL iin IMR- II and Otiher L.MFBRs
('. A. Renner and C. C. Mc:NhL-ters)

A computer model, developed at Argonne National Laboratory17 to simulate
tritium transport in and release from the Experimental Breeder Reactor No. II
(EBR-II) and the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), has been extensively
upgraded and modified for application to the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
(CRBR). The model is bated on an LMFBR system similar to the one shown
schematically in Fig. 11-7. For such a system, tritium produced in the
reactor core is released to the primary sodium coolant and disperses
throughout the primary circuit by bulk transport of the coolant. From the
primary circuit, tritium may (1) permeate through the stainless steel
containment vessels and piping into the surrounding nitrogen cells; (2)
permeate through the intermediate heat-exchanger (IHX) tubes into the
secondary circuit; (3) be removed by the primary cold trap; (4) decay
naturally to 3He; and (5) escape by leakage from the primary cover gas.
Likewise, tritium that reaches the secondary circuit via the IHX may (1)
permeate through the secondary stainless steel containment walls into the
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TRITIUM RELEASE TO AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

-~ \A 2  B2

CIRCUIT CIRCUIT - SYSTEM

IHX STEAM
REACTOR F 2 GENERATOR

COLD TRAP COLD TRAP

A COVER GAS REI EASE TO TREATMENT SYSTEM
B PERMEATION THROUGH CONTAINMENT TO N 2 CELLS
C STEAM RELEASE BY SLOWDOWN
D PERMEATION THROUGH IHX SURFACES
E PERMEATION THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR
F PRECIPITATION IN COLD TRAPS
G RADIOACTIVE DECAY
ST TRITIUM SOURCES IN CORE

Fig. 11-7. Schematic Representation of an IJMFBR
System. ANL Neg. No. 308-77-654

surrounding air cells; (2) permeate through the walls of the steam generator
tubes into the water/steam system; (3) be removed by the secondary cold
traps; (4) decay naturally to 3He; and (5) escape by leakage from the
secondary cover gas. The steam plant may also release tritium by permeation
through the containment walls and by water/steam blowdown and leakage. Due
to the high permeability of tritium in reactor construction materials at
elevated temperatures, it is essential to predict accurately the tritium
distribution in and release rate from the reactor plant tinder a variety of
operating conditions. This information may suggest appropriate methods for
control and removal of tritium in order to reduce radioactive emissions from
the CRBR to the low levels required by Federal Regulation (10CFR20*).

To reduce the number of parametric studies of critical variables for
which adequate data were not available, tritium permeation measurements in
the steam-generator material, unoxidized and steam-oxidized Croloy, were
completed (see Section II.D), and the results incorporated in the model. The
most recent tritium permeation dat ' for Types 304 and 316 stainless steels, 1 8

from which the sodium-containing vessels and piping will be fabricated, have
also been included in the model. An improved value of the Sieverts' law
constant for tritium in sodium that accounts for the difference in isotopic
masses between hydrogen and tritium has been employed.

*
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 20: Standards for Proteotion
Against Radiation.



Between May 20 and June 8, 1977, the secondary cold trap of EBR-Il was
bypassed, and tritium concentrations in the primary and secondary sodium
svstems were recorded with the in-sodium tritium monitors that had been
installed in the reactor. 19 This experiment has provided data from which the
tritium permeation rate acr-;s the IHX was determined. This experimental
value was compared with the value calculated from the transport model.
Agreement between these two values was found to be within a factor of 2.7,
the measured value always being greater than the calculated value. This
observation suggests that the tubes of the IHX are probably free of
permeation-retarding oxide films. Data provided by EBR-11 personnel for the
period May 20 to May 28, 1977 were also used to further test the updated
version of the tritium transport model. The initial operating conditions of
May 20 were input to the computer code, and the tritium and hydrogen
distributions in EBR-l.i were predicted for the nine days during which data
were recorded. Table 11-2 summarizes the results of this simulation as of
May 28. As can be seen in this table, agreement between observed and
calculated tritium and hydrogen levels in the primary and secondary sodium
coolant is very good.

Table 1I-2. Tritium and Hydrogen Levels in EBR-II on May 28, 1977:
A Computer Simulation Compared with Actual Operating
Data for EBR-II

Observed Calculated

Tritium Conc., atoms T/kg Na

Primary Na Coolant 1.2 x 1015 1.4 x 1015

Secondary Na Coolant 2.6 x 1014 1.6 x 1014

Tritium Conc. in Water/Steam
System, atoms T/kg H2 O 3.6 x 1011 0.7 x 1011

Hydrogen Conc.,
atoms H/kg Na (ppb)

Primary Sodium Coolant a 2.8 x 1019(47)

Secondary Sodium Coolant 1.3 x 1020(219) 1.4 x 1020(232)

aNo value available.

The rate of release to the primary sodium coolant of tritium generated
in the core is not an experimentally well-defined quantity. The assumptions
used to estimate the tritium source term in CRBR were as follows: (1) tritium
produced by neutron-induced fission in the fuel (fission yields, approximately
1.5 x 10-4 to 3.5 x 10-4 tritium atoms per fission2 0-2 3) is completely
released from the fuel pins to the primary sodium; (2) activation of boron
and lithium impurities in the core and blanket fuel produces t2 Ci/d;23 and
(3) tritium generated by activation of boron in the 84C control rods is a
major contributor to the tritium source term, but the actual amount released
to the sodium coolant is not well known. In regard to the third assumption,
two values of the total tritium source term have been employed for the CRBR
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calcultions, namely, 89 Cl/dray (70-100% tritium release from the Bi.C control
rods) and 57 Cl/day (20-50% tritium release frnm the 8j4c control rods).

The of fect of varying the hydrogen source term in the primary sod I um
circuit (5 x 101' to 5 x 1015 atoms I/s) on tritium and hydrogen distribution
has been evaluated. The cold traps in both primary and secondary systems
were assumed to function at 70% e ff iciency during 4400 h of continuous reactor
operation at full power. Reference cases were established In which the
surfaces of the containment piping and vesue ls for the primary and secondary
sodium were assumed to be oxide-free, thereby ;aI lowing maximum permeation of'
tritium through these surfaces. The retardant ef feet of surface oxide
coatings on tritium permeation and release through CRBR construction materials
was then investigated by introducing the experimental results from the
tritium permeation measurements on Fe-2 1/4 Cr-lMo (see Section 11.1)) and
Types 316 and 304 stainless steels. 1 F Permeation rates through the
steam-generator tubes (Croloy) were reduced by a factor of '150 (see Fig. I11-6)
due to the formation of an oxide layer oil the surfaces contacted by
steam/water. Oxide films on the outside walls of the hot-leg (Type 316 SS)
and cold-leg (Type 304 SS) sodium piping retarded the tritium permeation rate
by factors of '200-300 and 1,100-200, respectively.

The results of our calculations on the tri tiumn transport 1:1 the CRBR are
given in Table 11-3. The principal escape routes for tritium were found to
be the steam-generator system and the containment piping for the primary and
secondary sodium. For the reference cases (no protective oxide coatings on
containment surfaces), predicted tritium concentrations in the nitrogen cells
surrounding the primary piping and in the air cells surrounding the secondary
piping greatly exceeded the limits specified in 10CFR20. Tritium levels in
the effluent water of the steam-generator system were below the occupational
exposure limit of 10CFR20 but above the public exposure limit. However,
significant reductions in tritium release and consequently in the tritium
levels of the nitrogen and air cells and of the steam/water system were
achieved for the cases in which protective oxide coatings were present. For
the oxide-coating cases, the tritium concentration in the steam-generator
effluent water was lowered to a point far below both the occupational and
public exposure limits of 10CFR20, and the tritium levels in the nitrogen
and air cells were lower than the occupational limit and only a factor of
about 3 to 6 higher than the public exposure limit. Cell-atmosphere
purification systems (CAPS) should be easily able to decrease the tritium
concentration below 10CFR20 limits to minimize tritium release to the
environment. Thus, with the presence of protective oxide coatings on
stainless-steel piping and on steam-generator tubes, the potential problem
of tritium release to the environment is obviated.

By far, the greatest accumulation of tritium occurs in the cold-trap
systems, with approximately 104 Ci accumulating in six months. The
disposition of this "trapped" tritium will influence proposed processes for
regenerating cold traps after full capacity has been attained.

While the tritium release rates given in Table II-3 are acceptable for
the CRBR, the tritium concentration in the primary sodium is expected to be
significantly higher than the analogous concentration in EBR-II, i.e.,
3.9 x 10-3 Ci/kg Na for CRBR primary sodium vs. "8.0 x 10-5 Ci/kg Na for
EBR-II primary sodium. This higher tritium concentration should not have a
deleterious effect on operation or maintenance of the CRBR.



Table II-3. Tritium Transport in the CRBR.
Continuous operation for 4400 h (,6 months)

One primary and three secondary cold traps operating at 389 K.
Efficiency, 70%.

Flow rate, 3.43 kg Na/s (60 gpm).
Hydrogen source term (primary Na), 5 x 1019 atoms H/s (30 mg H/h)

Hydrogen source term (secondary Na), 2.47 x 10-- atoms H/s (1.5 g H/h)

Tritium Source Term

89 Ci/d 57 Ci/d

No Oxide Coating Oxide Coating No Oxide Coating Oxide Coating

Tritium Losses, Ci/d
Primary Na Containment 1.343 4.78 x 10-3 0.865 3.08 x 10~1
Secondary Na Containment 0.020 0.12 x 10-' 0.013 0.08 x 10-'
Steam/Water System 1.616 12.16 x 10-3 1.041 7.83 x 10-
Primary Cover Gas Leakage 0.002 2.39 x 10-= 0.002 1.54 x 10
Secondary Cover Gas Leakage a a a a

2.981 19.45 x 10-- 1.921 12.53 x 10-7

Tritium Conc., Ci/kg Na (or H20)
Primary Na 3.90 x 10-3 3.89 x 10~' 2.51 x 10-' 2.50 x 10'
Secondary Na 3.51 x 10-5  3.97 x 10- 2.26 x 10- 2.55 x 10-
Steam/Water System 7.19 x 10-^ 5.41 x 10~" 4.63 x 10-: 3.48 x 10""

Total Tritium in 4 Cold Traps, Ci 1.30 x 104 1.35 x 10' 8.36 x 101 8.66 x 1W3
Total Hydrogen in 4 Cold Traps, kg 6.57 6.59 6.57 6.59

Tritium Conc.,b UCi/m3

Primary Nitrogen Cells 678 2.41 437 1.56
Secondary Air Cells 183 1.10 119 0.73
Water Effluent fr:,a SG 7194 54 4630 35

aNegligible 
.

bTritium exposure limits specified in 10CFR20: occupational exposure, 5 ,Ci/m3 air and
1 x 10 UCi/m3 H20; public exposure, 2 x 10-1 uCi/m3 air and 3 x 10' "Ci/m3 H20.

O
0



The ef fects of varying cold-trap temperature and of I iciency have been
Invest igated with the trit. tum t.rans;p)irt model.. In add i t Ion, the Impact of
various combinations of cold-trap outages for periods of time ranging from
100 to 4400 Ih hays been evaluated. Trit Ium ;and hydrogen source terms for t he
sodium coolant 'ystem; ;re critical variables that must be better
characterized by experiments al studiI's before thi,; model may be considered
complete. lintil them- data become available, Jhe best known eoitimates must

be lls!I(d , and sm111 parametric ana l ysis lbg'i-comes unavoidable.

1 . llecomposition of Nall In Sodium Co d Traps
(k. A. L.onard)

During operation of the CRHR, sodIum Impurities, prinaar iily Na7() and Nal,
wil l accumulate In the cold traps of the primary heat-transport system (PuTS).
A hypothet cal accident in which the cold trap loses Its cooling capacity
without the knowledge of the reactor operator has been pLstulated. In this
circumstance, as the trap warms; up, impuritIie s dissolve and are carried back
Into the l'IiTS. When the temperature gets high enough, the Nail in the cold
t rap reaches I ts thermal decompos i t ion pressure, and hydrogen gas is re leased.
The gas l's swept Into the upper reactor space, where part of It becomes
entrained into the hilTS and sO) reaches the reactor core. The gaseous hydrogen
In the core would cause s imul taneous Insert Ion of react ivi ty and local i zed
loss of coolant. The probability of such an Incident In very low. 1t would
require simultaneous loss of cold-trap cool Ing and failure to alarm plus
subsequent fal lure of hydrogen and oxygen detectors to alarm.

The objective of this study is to (1) estimate the rate of hydrogen
release, (2) determine whether or not any hydrogen gas could reach the reactor
core, and (3) if necessary, recommend preventive measures.

The approach taken was to follow the hydrogen as it moves from the cold
trap to the reactor core. The time required for the cold trap to heat up to
430C was calculated to be 5.4 h. At 430*C, the hydrogen pressure is 100 kPa
(1 atm) and is equal. to the sodium pressure in the cold trap. Based on the
data of Naud14 on Nal decomposition kinetics, the hydrogen evolution is
limited by the rate of heat input to the trap rather than the decomposition
rate. The hydrogen evolution rate is 5.7 std L/s (12 scfm). This hydrogen
flow rate and the sodium flow rate in the line from the cold trap to the
reactor vessel are in the plug flow region close to the stratified flow
region. With this flow condition, the hydrogen should enter the upper
reactor vessel (cold-trap return flow enters the upper reactor vessel 3.8 m
above the exit nozzles) as large (100-mm-dia or larger) bubbles. One percent
of the hydrogen, or less, may be in bubbles less than 20 mm in diameter.

Entrainment of the bubbles in the exit nozzles, with the aid of a vortex,
is unlikely because of vortex-suppressor plates in the upper part of the
reactor vessel. Calculation of the rate of rise of bubbles of various sizes,
and comparison of these rates with the expected maximum downward velocities
in the reactor-vessel exit region, indicated that only bubbles smaller than
0.8 mm in diameter can be entrained and carried into the PHTS. From the data
of Naud24 on the rate of gaseous hydrogen absorption for a PHTS cold-leg
temperature of 390C, calculations indicated that all hydrogen bubbles
smaller than 7.2 mm in diameter will be completely dissolved in the PHTS.
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Since the size of hydrogen gas bubbles that would be completely
dissolved is almost ten times the size of the largest bubble that could be
entrained into the NITS. we must conclude that tw hydrogen bubbles will reach
the reactor core. Increases in reactivity due to high hydrogen concentrations
dissolved in the sodium were found to be negligible. Therefore, the above
hypothetical accident was found to pose no safety threat in the CRBR in terms
of reactivity insertion or localized loss of coolant.
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I!. FUELS AND MATERIALS CHEMISTRY
(C. E. Johnson, 1. C. Fee, and M. Tet enihalm)

A. The Cs-U-0 _Phase Diagram and Its Application to Uranium-Plutonium
Oxide Fast-Reactor Fuel Pins
(1). C. Fee and C. E. .Joht.son)

In uranium-plutonium mixed-oxide fast-reactor fuel pins, fission-product
cesium has been observed to migrate axially, and high localized concentrations
have been observed at the interface of the mixed-oxide fuel and the uranium
oxide axial blanket. 1-1 6 These hiRh concentrations of cesium have been
associated with a "two-phase" region, which presumably is uranium oxide and a
(mixture of) ternary Cs-U-0 compound(s).I'' '"e9"e Moreover, cladding
deformation1l91 1 3 9 6 and cladding breach''0'0 ' adjacent to the fuel-blanket
interface have been observed; these conditions of deformation and breaching
could be explained by the formation of a low-density Cs-U-0 compound. (as-flow
restrictions in prototypical gas-cooled fast-reactor fuel pins, 7 which can
deleteriously affect the pressure equalization system of the fuel pin, I' 1 )

have also been attributed to the formation of a Cs-U-0 compound. With the
formation of a low-density Cs-U-0 compound, an increase in volume occurs, the
extent of which will depend on the composition of the compound because there
are large differences in the molar volumes of Cs-U-0 compounds: 86, 130, and
213 cm- for Cs;.U01, 4, Cs U0 7 ,"4 and C&U 4 017, 1 1 respectively. (In comparison,
the molar volume of U02 is 24.6 cm 3.22 The Cs-U-0 compound or compounds
present at the interface between the fuel and blanket have not been determined
in irradiated mixed-oxide fuel pins, and a literature survey of phase equilibria
in the Cs-U-0 system yielded incomplete and even conflicting data as to the
cesium uranate(s) that might be expected to form.2 3

Therefore, phase studies of the Cs-U-0 system were undertaken in the areas
in which published data were in conflict in order to develop a consistent phase
diagram for the Cs-U-0 system and to define the composition of the cesium
uranate formed at the fuel-blanket interface in irradiated mixed-oxide fuel.

The experiments involved the exposure of powdered hyperstoichiometric
urania (0/U atom ratio - 2.00 to 2.07) to liquid cesium in isothermal capsule
experiments and to gaseous cesium in a helium gas stream in a thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) apparatus. The temperature range of the experiments was from
673 to 1273 K. The helium gas stream had an H20 impurity level of 2 Pa and an
oxygen potential (AGo - RT In P0.,) of 360 kJ/mol at 1073 K maintained by an
Fe/FeO buffer. The oxygen potential of the gas stream was measured with a
calibrated emf cell having a sensor of yttria-stabilized zirconia. The
measured potentials are believed to be known to 5 kJ/mol at 1000 K. Cesium
monouranate, Cs2U04, and stoichiometric uranium dioxide were identified by
X-ray diffraction analysis in all cases. (The X-ray data are reported in
Ref. 23.) The kinetics of the reaction of gaseous cesium with uranium over
the temperature range of the experiments (673-1273 K) indicated that the
reaction proceeded as shown in Eq. 1:

xCs(g) + U02+x + -2- U02 + 2 Cs2U04 (1)

All the excess oxygen in the hyperstoichiometric urania (x in U02+0 was
consumed by reaction (1) in the first seven hours, whereupon the reaction
ceased.
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Our experimental data, along with data selected from the literature,
were used to construct the portion of the cesium-uranium-oxygen phase diagram
relevant to fast-reactor fuel pins; 2 0 ,2 4 -27 this portion of the diagram is
shown in Fig. III-1. There are two key features in Fig. III-1. Firstly, our
data show that hexavalent cesium uranate, Cs2UO4 , is the compound which exists
in equilibrium with liquid cesium and stoichiometric urania in the temperature
range from 873 to 1273 K. This conflicts with the results of Aitken et al.

28-30

and Adamson et al.,31 who reported that Cs-U-0 compounds with a net uranium
valency of less than 6, Cs 1.3U0 3 or Cs 0 .5+xUO3 (x = 0 - 0.5), existed in
equilibrium with liquid cesium and urania in the temperature range from 873 to
1073 K. However, Efremova et at., 32 Rudorff et aZ. , 34 Cordfunke et at. 20

and van Egmond2 1,2 7 ,35 ,36 found that a pentavalent uranate of the form MU03
(M = Cs) does not exist in the Cs-U-0 system. In contrast, pentavalent uranates
of the form MU03 do exist in other alkali metal-uranium-oxygen systems, i.e.,
M = Li, Na, K, Rb. 3 3,34,37- 39 Further, the absence of a pentavalent uranate

0

Cs2U 7022  Cs2U,5046

Cs2U6018 CS2U9027  U308

Cs2U40:s3s U$4 ,

Cs2U4012 U02fx

CS2U207.

U

CSCs

Fig. III-1. Selected Portions of the Cesium-Uranium-Oxygen
Phase Diagram; Isothermal Sections from 873 to
1273 K. (The gray areas show the width of two-
phase regions at 1273 K. The compound U03
exists2 5 only below 930 K. The Cs-UO2+x and
Cs-Cs2UO4 tie lines exist26 only below 950 K.
Phase regions containing cesium uranates with a
higher U/Cs atom ratio than Cs2U0 2 may not exist
over the entire temperature range; 4 SS = Cs2U4013-
C52U5016 solid solution.20 ,27 )
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of the form MU03 in the Cs-U-0 system is consistent with stability trends
which are strongly correlated with the size of the alkali metal ion in alkali
metal-uranium-oxygen systems and other alkali metal-actinide-oxygen systems.4 0

If cesium analogs of pentavalent uranates such as NaU0 3
38 ,3 9 or Na 3UO4

38 ,3 9

did exist in equilibrium with urania in the temperature range from 873 to
1273K, they would exist in equilibrium with liquid cesium and urania. However,
no such cesium analogs have thus far been observed.

The second important feature is that only three of the ten cesium uran-
ates, namely, Cs 2UO4 , Cs2U207 , and Cs2U4012 , shown in Fig. III-1 exist in
equilibrium with UO2+x and gaseous cesium at temperatures ranging from 673 to
1273 K. This is in conflict with the findings of Cordfunke41 that only
Cs 2U40 12 (with a net uranium valency of less than 6) exists in equilibrium
with gaseous cesium and urania at temperatures above 873 K. However, our work
and the work of others clearly show that both Cs2UO4 and Cs2U207 , as well as
Cs2U40 12 , can exist in equilibrium with UO2 +x and gaseous cesium. Our results,
in which Cs2UO4 was identified as the equilibrium species, have already been
noted. The results of Aubert et al., 4 2 Venker et at., 4 3 Aitken et al., 2 8 and
Adamson et al., 4 4 respectively, show that Cs 2U207 (973 to 1273 K),
Cs2UO4 /Cs2U207 (973 K), Cs2UO4 (1073 K), ;,d Cs 2UO 4 (1123 K) exist in equil-
ibrium with gaseous cesium and urania. Consequently, the cesium uranate which
forms at the fuel-blanket interface 1isust, for the following reasons, be either
Cs 2UO4 , Cs2U207 or Cs2U4012. Firstly, a U-0 phase is always present at the
fuel-blanket interface because of the large excess of blanket material as
compared to fission-product cesium. Consequently, the cesium uranate that
forms at the fuel-blanket interface is always in equilibrium with a U-0 phase.
Secondly, the U-0 phase is UO2+x (where 0.000 < x < 0.010) and not U4Og,
U308 or U03 , because the oxygen in the fuel pin is insufficient to form these
higher oxides from initially stoichiometric or near stoichiometric urania
blanket pellets.

By application of the phase rule, it can be shown that in the three-
phase regions (e.g., Cs2UO4-Cs2U207-UO2+x in Fig. III-1), there is one degree
of freedom. Therefore, setting the temperature fixes the oxygen partial
pressure and the cesium partial pressure of the system. In the two-phase
regions (e.g., Cs2U0 4-U0 2+x), the phase rule allows two degrees of freedom;
therefore, at a set temperature, the cesium partial pressure depends on the
oxygen partial pressure of the system. The temperature dependency of the
oxygen partial pressure and the cesium partial pressure in the three-phase
regions can be calculated from the thermodynamic properties of the phases
present. For example, for the equilibrium,

Cs2UO4 (c) + U02 (c) + 1/2 02 (g) Z Cs 2U207 (c), (2)

the temperature dependency of the oxygen pressure may be calculated from the
corresponding free energy relationship

AGf(Cs2U207, c) - AGf(Cs2U4, c) - AGf(U02 , c) - 1/2 RT In P02 a 0 (3)

The temperature dependencies of the oxygen potentials (AG0 = RT In PU2
over selected three-phase regions in the Cs-U-0 system are2shown in Fig. III-
2. These curves are based on the measured and estimated thermodynamic
data45-53 given in Table III-1. (Using the data in Table III-1, oxygen poten-
tials consistent with the experimental phase diagram can be calculated for all
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1000 1100
TEMPERATURE, K

Fig. III-2. Temperature Dependency of Oxygen
Potentials in Selected Three-Phase
Regions of the Cs-U-O System and
in the U-0 System. (Dashed lines
are cesium isobars in Pa; the gray
area corresponds to oxygen poten-
tials more negative than the oxygen
potential of U02 .002 )-

three-phase regions shown in Fig. III-1.) The curves in Fig. III-2 were cal-
culated with the assumption that OH and AS* are independent of temperature.
This approach was found to be valid for Cs2U04, the only Cs-U-0 compound for
which high-temperature thermodynamic properties are known.54 The effect on
the thermodynamic properties of the a + O phase transition2 0 of C52U207 at
573 K and the a + 0 and 0 + y phase transitions41 of C52U4012 at 898 and 968
K, respectively, is assumed to be small and has been neglected. This assump-
tion has been shown to be valid in other ternary oxide systems.26
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Table III-1. Thermodynamic Properties of Cesium Uranatesa

, b -Af,298' 5298
Compound kJ/mol J/mol'deg J/mol'deg

Cs2U04 1922 1.2c 4 11de 220 0.4f

Cs 2U207  3205 2.19 656 332

Cs4U5017  7670 1560 777

Cs 2U40 12  5570 1090 514

Cs2U40 13  5710 1170 536

Cs2U5016  6950 1430 636

Cs 2U6018  8080 1630 689

Cs2U7022  9430 1940 834

Cs2U9027  11810 2400 987

Cs2U15046  19280 4010 1630

aEstimated values unless otherwise noted.

bEnthalpies of formation, Al' 298 (J/mol): Cs 20(c), -346.0 1.2
(Ref. 49); U0 2 (c), -1085 0.8 (Ref. 50); y-U0 3(c), -1228 4
(Ref. 25); U409 (c), -4510 (Ref. 51); U308 (c), -3574 (Ref. 51).

cFrom Refs. 45 and 46.

dStandard entropies, S298, (J mol-1 deg ): Cs20(c), 147 0.4
(Ref. 52); U0 2 (c), 77.0 0.02 (Ref. 22): y-U03(c), 98.7 0.4
(Ref. 51); U(c), 50.3 0.2 (Ref. 53); 02 (g), 205.0 0.04
(Ref. 53); Cs(c), 85.1 0.4 (Ref.53); U40g, 336 0.4 (Ref. 51).
U 308 , 282 0.4 (Ref. 53).

eAdditional data: AGf(Cs,g) n 71,000 - 75.3 T J/mol (Ref. 26).

fFrom Ref. 47.

gFrom Ref. 29 and 46.

Another assumption in the calculation of the cesium pressures shown in
Fig. III-2 is that the solubility of cesium in urania or in the cesium urana-
tes does not significantly affect the thermodynamic properties shown in
Table III-1. This assumption appears to be valid. The measured55 solubility
of cesium in a (UO. 8Pu0 2)02 matrix is less than 1 ppm. A similar solubility
of cesium in U02 would not affect the equilibrium oxygen pressure over the
U02+, even if the deviations from Raoult's law were large.
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The estimated thermodynamic values2 4 for Cs2U4012 shown in Table III-1
are used in this paper instead of values derived from Cordfunkl's emf measure-
ments.4 1 The data of Venker et al.,43, Aubert et al.,', Aitken et aZ., 2 8,
Adamson et at., 44 and this work showing that Cs2U04 and Cs2U207 exist in
equilibrium with U024x above 873 K demonstrate the inadequacy-of Cordfunke's
emf measurements4 1 in obtaining the thermodynamic properties of Cs 2U401 2.
According to Cordfunke's emf data, with an oxygen potential that is more neg-
ative than -170 kJ/mol, Cs 2U4012 is the only possible cesium uranate in
equilibrium with U0 2.gx in the temperature range 974-1024 K.

The thermodynamic functions for the cesium uranates were estimated in a
self-consistent manner from the measured values of the enthalpies of forma-
tion of Cs2U04 , Cs2U207 , Cs20 and U0 3 and the measured entropy of Cs2UO4,
Cs20 and U0 3. For each compound, the free energy of formation from Cs20 and
and U03 was constrained to be negative by a decreasing amount per mole of
Cs20 plus U03 going down Table III-1. This is a continuation of the trend in
the experimental data for Cs 2U04 and Cs2U207 , which may be written as Cs20-UO 3

and Cs20-2U0 3, respectively. Furthermore, each compound was constrained to
be stable with respect to decomposition into the adjacent compounds in
Fig. III-1. For example, the free energy of formation of Cs4U501 7 was
selected so that the reaction 3Cs 2U207 = Ci 2U04 + Cs4U501 7 has a positive
value for the standard free energy change. In a similar manner, free-energy
values were estimated for the next compound, Cs2U4013 , and for all other
polyuranates formed by the combination of Cs20 and U0 3.

23 ,24

Also shown in Fig. III-2 is the dependency of the cesium partial pres-
sure on the temperature and oxygen potential in the two-phase regions. For
example, cesium isobars in the Cs 2U04-U0 2+x region were calculated from the
thermodynamic relationship associated with the equilibrium

2Cs(g) + U02 (c) + 02 (g) F Cs2U04 (c) (4)

The temperature dependency of the oxygen potential of urania 56 (: t sel-
ected OIL atom ratios) is also shown in Fig. III-2. The range of oxygen
potentials of the urania blanket pellets prior to irradiation is shown as the
gray area in Fig. III-2. At 1273 K, an oxygen potential more positive than
-225 kJ/mol (corresponding to U02 .0 356 ) is required to form any cesium uranate
other than Cs 2U04 (i.e., to move from the Cs 2U0 4 -U02+x two-phase region into
the Cs2U04 + Cs2 U207 + UO 2+x three-phase region). Similarly, at 1073 K, an
oxygen potential more positive than -251 kJ/mol (corresponding to U02. 0 1

56 ) is
required to form any cesium uranate other than Cs2U04 . These high oxygen
potentials are not likely to be encountered at the fuel-blanket interface for
uranium oxide blanket pellets that are initially near stoichiometric composi-
tion.. At 873 K, an oxygen potential more positive than -280 kJ/mol (corre-
sponding to U02 .0 02

56 would be required to form a cesium uranate other than
Cs2U04. The accuracy of the determination 57 ,58 of the 0/U ratio in the
uranium oxide blanket pellets is 0.002. Thus U02.002 blanket pellets might
be loaded into a fuel pin in place of the specified stoichiometric uranium
dioxide. When a fuel pin is brought to power, oxygen is expected to migrate
across the fuel-blanket interface from the blanket to the fuel. The more
negative oxygen potential encountered in going from the blanket to the fuel
is the driving force for this solid-state diffusion of oxygen. 5 9 A small
migration of oxygen is sufficient to substantially lower the oxygen potential
of the blanket pellet. For example, the oxygen potential of U02.001 is
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-290 kJ/mol at 873 K.56 The oxygen potential of the uranium oxide at the
fuel-blanket interface is further lowered by the consumption of oxygen in
forming any cesium uranate. The transport of oxygen from the blanket to the
fuel and the consumption of oxygen in forming any cesium uranate are expected
to lower the oxygen potential of the blanket pellet to the point where Cs2UO4
is the only stable cesium uranate expected in the fuel element. This conclu-
sion is reached even with the 8 kJ/mol uncertainty in the oxygen potential
of the Cs2U04-Cs2U207-UO2+x region arising from 8 kJ/mol-deg uncertainty in
the estimated entropy of formation of Cs2U207 .

2 4 No evidence was found in
our kinetic studies to indicate kinetic constraints on Cs 2UO 4 formation.
Therefore, we conclude that normal cesium uranate, Cs 2UO 4 , is the only Cs-U-0
compound expected to be formed at temperatures of 873 K or higher in the
uranium oxide blanket at the interface between the mixed-oxide fuel and the
blanket in irradiated fast-reactor fuel pins.

This conclusion differs from Cordfunke's. 4 1 Our studies were directed
toward more negative oxygen potentials; Cordfunke's experiments were perform-
ed at a much higher oxygen potential (P02 5 10-5 Pa). As shown in Fig. III-2,
we concur with Cordfunke that the Cs2U40 12-UO 2+x two-phase region is stable
at higher oxygen potentials. The stability of the Cs 2U4012- U02+x region
over a wide range of oxygen potentials (-261 to -217 kJ/mol at 873 K, for
example) explains why Cordfunke observed Cs2U4012-UO 24. in experiments at

P0 2 - 10-5 Pa with widely varying initial Cs-U-0 compositions.

Also, our work differed from Cordfunke's in another respect. Because
the UO2+x phase is always present at the fuel-blanket interface, we compared
the stabilities of regions containing UO2+x. Cordfunke, on the other hand,
observed the decomposition sequence Cs2UO4 + Cs2U207 + Cs2U4012 and con-
cluded that, at P02 1 10-5 Pa, only Cs 2U4012 would exist in equilibrium with
U02+%. Thus, Cordfunke compared relative stabilities in the Cs2UO4-
Cs2U207-Cs2U401 2 , and Cs 2U40 12-UO 2.x regions (see tie lines in Fig. III-1).
In our study, comparisons were made of the stabilities in the Cs2UO4-UO2+x,
Cs 2U207-UO 2+x, and Cs 2U4012-UO 2. two-phase regions (Fig. III-1).

The analysis of our kinetic data, along with thermodynamic data from
the literature, indicates that, at the low oxygen potentials existing at
the interface between the uranium oxide blanket and the uranium-plutonium
mixed-oxide fuel, Cs 2UO 4 is the only compound likely to be formed in the
urania blanket.

B. Transport and Reaction of Volatile Fission ProductG
(M. Tetenbaum and C. E. Johnson)

Experiments are being carried out to investigate the effect of fission-
product cesium transport and reaction on the restriction of axial gas flow in
fuel and blanket pellets in a simulated GCFR-type fuel pin. The increase in
resistance to axial gas flow is likely to depend on the amount of cesium
uranate, Cs2UO4, formed in the pores of the pellets and in the gap between
the pellet and cladding. Among the variables to be investigated during the
course of the simulation study are fuel and blanket stoichiometry, smear
density, oxygen potential of carrier gas, and flow rate of carrier gas. Sim-
ulated fuel pellets will consist of a solid solution of urania and ceria,
where U/(U + Ce) n 0.2 and 0/M ratios range from 1.94 to 2.01; urania blanket
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pellets will have stoichiometries between 0/U = 2.00-2.02.

Initial emphasis has been placed on investigating the effect of urania
stoichiometry on the resistance to axial gas flow. For these studies, an
apparatus was constructed from a 304 stainless steel tube (nominal OD =
0.635 cm with 0.0279-cm-thick wall) into which a urania pellet was press-fitted
about midway in the length of the tube. High-purity helium carrier gas, satu-
rated with cesium vapor at a known temperature, was passed over the urania
pellet at a pellet temperature of from 1073 to 1273 K.

In the first experiment, a sintered, stoichiometric urania pellet
(D = 0.55 cm and L = 1.00 cm was press-fitted into the stainless steel tube
at a height matching the isothermal zone of the furnace. An upstream pres-
sure of approximately 231 kPa measured at room temperature, was required to
establish a helium flow of 55 cm 3/min through the tube. With the helium
carrier gas flow fixed at 55 cm 3/min by means of a mass flow controller, the
urania pellet was slowly heated to 1053 K and the upstream pressure recorded
at various temperatures. As the temperature increased the pressure required
to maintain fixed flow decreased linearly with time to "17.24 kPa, indicative
of open rather than restricted gas-flow conditions. The decrease in upstream
pressure required to maintain the fixed low rate was attributed to the
increase in the radial gap with increasing temperature.

For example, it was assumed that at room temperature, an extremely small
or negligible radial gap existed between the press-fitted urania pellet and
the cladding. At 10,3 K, the mean coefficient of linear expansion for urania
is 10.8 x 10- 6/K6 0 and for type 304 stainless steel, 17.3 x 10-6/K61 . Thus,
for a temperature of 1053 K, a radial gap of 13.5 pm was calculated from these
thermal expansion values.

For a pellet length of 1.00 cm, the volume of the radial gap was esti-
mated to be 2.349 x 10 3cm3 , and the weight of C%2U04 (p - 6650 kg/m3)20
required to fill this volume was estimated to be 15.6 mg. For a urania
pellet weight of 2.225 g, the 0/U ratio, required to provide the excess oxygen
needed to fill the radial gap volume with Cs 2UO 4 was calculated to be 2.007.
However, if it is assumed that the pore volume of the urania pellet of 85%
theoretical density is also available for filling with Cs2UO4, then the re-
quired 0/u ratio becomes 2.109. Thus, with the assumption of minimal clearance
between the urania pellet and cladding at room temperature, a hyperstoichio-
metric urania pellet of composition 0/M = 2.109 should result in flow blockage
when approximately 9.0 x 10-4 mol of cesium vapor is transported and reacts
with the urania pellet at 1053 K to form cesium uranate. If one extends this
type of calculation to a typical fuel column, where about 4 x 10-3 mol of Cs
will be released from one-half of the fuel column at 10% burnup, then complete
reaction of this amount of cesium would require the stoichiometry of the above
pellet to be 0/U = 2.522.

In a second experiment using a hyperstoichiometric urania pellet (0/M " 2.024,
D * 0.55 cm and L " 1.00 cm), restricted gas flow was observed. The run was
carried out under the following conditions. An upstream pressure of approxi-
mately 17.24 kPa, as measured by a mass flow controller, was required to
establish a helium flow rate of 108 cm3/min through the stainless steel tube
when the pellet temperature was approximately 1173 K. With the urania pellet
maintained at 1173 K, the cesium reservoir was heated to 555 K and cesium
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vapor was transported by the helium carrier gas through the radial gap between
the blanket pellet and cladding. The upstream pressure, cesium reservoir and
pellet temperatures, helium flow rate, and time were recorded during the
course of the run. The results are shown in Fig. III-3. It is apparent from
the figure that resistance to axial gas flow occurred during the course of the
the run, with the upstream carrier gas pressure leveling off at approximately
69 kPa.

When the upstream pressure reached a constant value of 65.5 kPa, the
power to the furnaces controlling the cesium reservoir and pellet temperatures
was turned off. During cooling, the upstream pressure required to maintain
the fixed flow rate of 108 cm3/min was found to increase rapidly, reaching a
value of 214 kPa in 16 min, while the pellet temperature had decreased to
about 623 K. The upstream pressure ultimately reached a value of 227 kPa,
the maximum pressure setting of the regulator on the helium cylinder. How-
ever, the mass flow controller was incapable of maintaining the fixed flow
rate of 108 cm 3/min at this pressure during the cooling cycle, and the flow
rate decreased to about 45 cm3/min when the pellet temperature was u403 K.
With the pellet at room temperature, the helium flow rate was about 30 cm3/min.
The increase in resistance to gas flow during cooling was attributed to the
contraction of the cladding against the low-density cesium uranate which had
formed on the urania pellet.

It was estimated that approximately 627 mg of Cs(g) was transported from
the cesium reservoir. This estimate neglects any losses due to reaction of
the cesium with stainless steel cladding. The weight of cesium required to
react with the urania pellet of composition 0/U - 2.024 to form cesium uranate
was estimated to be 26.4 mg. Calculations based on expansion of blanket pel-
let and cladding in the absence of cesium transport yielded a radial gap of
22.9 Pm at 900*C. The weight of cesium required to fill this gap as cesium
uranate was estimated to be 11.4 mg. The weight of cesium as cesium uranate
required to fill the pores in the pellet was estimated to be 115.8 mg. There-
fore, on the basis of the stoichiometry of the urania pellet, only partial
plugging was expected.

Upon cooling to room temperature, the stainless steel tube containing
the urania pellet was transferred to a helium glovet'ox, and the tubing was
cut away from the upstream and the downstream faces of the pellet. Visual
examination of the front and rear faces revealed an orange coloration which
suggested the formation of cesium uranate. X-ray examination of material
scraped from these faces, however, revealed only near stoichiometric urania
(a0 * 5.470 0.004). The pellet was mounted and polished to expose a longi-
tudinal section and EPM* analysis was carried out for cesium distribution of
the urania pellet and of the pellet-cladding gap. The only locations where
cesium could definitely be found was in the pellet-cladding gap at the loca-
tion of a high-manganese inclusion in the steel. The inclusions were found
randomly distributed in the Type 304 stainless steel tubing that was used in
these experiments. The identification of any cesium within the body of the
urania pellet was inconclusive. At best, the outer 25 um of the pellet may

EPM a electron probe microanalyzer.
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have contained some cesium; however, the count rate was so near background
that much longer counts ('41 hr) would have to be taken to provide more conclu-
sive evidence. The lack of cesium within the body of the pellet may indicate
that we are flowing cesium much too fast and at too high a partial pressure
so that only the outer skin of the pellet is reacted to form cesium uranate.
This experience will be used to guide the selection of the conditions for re-
acting to the low-density GA pellets with cesium. The most logical procedure
would be to decrease the cesium partial pressure and reduce the flow rate so
that better "mixing" could be' achieved.

A simulation type of experiment was then carried out with the objective
of minimizing the plugging effects observed above. The approach was to de-
crease the smear density of the blanket pellet by increasing slightly the
radial gap between pellet and cladding. The blanket pellet used was a hyper-
stoichiometric urania pellet, 0/U + 2.023, of 85% density (D - 0.55 cm and
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L = 0.99 cm). For this experiment a press fit within the stainless steel tube
was not attempted. At ambient temperature the radial gap was estimated to be
15.2 pm from careful measurements of'the pellet diameter and inside diameter
of the stainless steel tube. At 1173 K, the radial gap was estimated to be
38.1 um from a knowledge of linear expansion coefficients of urania and Type
304 stainless steel.

At temperature, an upstream pressure of about 10.34 kPa was required to
establish a helium flow rate of 110 cm3/min (set by the flow controller).
With the urania pellet maintained at 1173 K, the cesium reservoir (located
upstream of the pellet) was heated to an average temperature of 564 K, and
cesium vapor was transported by the helium carrier gas through the radial gap
between pellet and cladding. The upstream pressure increased very slightly
to about 12.1 kPa and remained constant over a period of at least 4 h. The
pressure remained unchanged when the urania pellet was cooled to room tempera-
ture in a cesium-free helium carrier gas stream. These results indicate that
by decreasing the smear density, one has significantly decreased (or elimi-
nated) the plugging effects previously encountered.

For this experiment the weight of cesium (as cesium uranate) required to
fill the radial gap at 1173 K was estimated to be 21 mg, in contrast to the
preceding experiment in which a cesium weight (as cesium uranate) of 11. mg
was required when the radial gap was only 22.9 um. The weight of cesium (as
cesium uranate) required to react with the hyperstoichiometric urania pellet
was estimated to be 25 mg. The weight of cesium transported during the course
of the experiment was calculated to be 252 mg. Since flow blockage was not
observed, our results suggest that the cesium uranate formed was accommodated
in the void present in the larger pellet-cladding gap and the pores of the
pellet.

C. Assessment of Oxidation Rates for Fuel-Pin Oxygen Getters: Vanadium,
Niobium, and Titanium
(C. E. Johnson and D. C. Fee)

The lifetime of mixed-oxide fuel elements may be limited by the type of
reaction that occurs between the fuel and the stainless steel cladding. Both
intergranular and matrix attack of the cladding by oxygen and fission-product
cesium have been identified in postirradiation examination of mixed-oxide
fuels. Present knowlege of cladding reactions suggests that the key factor
in controlling the cladding attack may be control of the oxygen potential
(602 - RT In P02 ). It should be possible to exercise this control by the
use of suitable getter metals that would react with the oxygen released by
fission, thereby keeping the oxygen potential below the threshold value for
oxidation of the cladding. The getter could be plated on the inner surface
of the cladding or on fuel pellets as a circumferential coating. Niobium,
titanium, and vanadium are being considered as getters because they are
oxidized at more negative oxygen potentials than is the stainless steel
cladding. Presented below are some of the kinetic and thermodynamic consid-
erations involved in selecting a suitable getter for mixed-oxide fuel systems.

No data are available on the oxidation kinetics of niobium, titanium,
and vanadium at the low oxygen pressures (<10-15 Pa) expected at the fuel-
cladding interface in mixed-oxide fast-reactor fuel pins. The data that are
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available are for higher pressures, namely, 10-6 to 105 Pa for niobium, 10-1
to 105 Pa for titanium, and 10" to 105 Pa for vanadium. However, we believe
that comparisons of the oxidation rates and reaction mechanisms at the higher
pressures can be used to assess the relative oxidation rates of these getter
materials at the lower pressures expected in the fuel pin.

For all three materials, oxidation proceeds in the following manner.
During an initial period in which oxygen dissolves in the metal, diffusion
into the metal is the rate-determining step, and a parabolic oxidation rate
is observed. When the metal layer at the gas/metal interface is saturated
with oxygen, an oxide layer begins to form. Oxygen diffusion through the
growing oxide layer is then the rate-determining step. After the oxide layer
reaches a critical thickness, stresses arising from the differences in molar
volumes of the oxide and the metal cause the oxide layer to crack and spall.
The rate-determining step then becomes the transport of oxygen through an
oxide layer of approximately constant thickness, and linear kinetics are
observed. For the three materials of interest, the oxygen transport rate
through the oxide layer is lower than the inital oxygen dissolution rate.

At 105 Pa oxygen pressure, the oxide layers of constant thickness formed
on niobium and titanium are Nb 205 and Ti02 , respectively. Thermodynamic
considerations indicate that, at 1000 K, a typical temperature at the fuel-
cladding gap, Nb205 will be formed over the pressure range from 10-20 to
105 Pa and TiO 2 will be formed at 10-23 to 105 Pa. Consequently, for these
two metals, the oxidation rates available in the literature for the higher
pressures (up to 105 Pa) are assumed to be applicable in comparing their
oxidation kinetics at the oxygen pressure (<10-15 Pa) expected in fuel pins.
This assumption is supported by oxidation studies of niobium6 2 and titanium6 3

performed in H20/H2 and C0 2/CO gas mixtures. In these experiments, the oxygen
pressures are presumably lower than those for which oxidation rate data are
available, namely, 10-6 Pa for niobium and 10-1 Pa for titanium, but they
still are not as low as desired for direct comparison with the fuel system.

The oxidation kinetics for vanadium must be considered separately. In
the oxidation studies at 10-3 to 105 Pa oxygen pressure, V 20 5 was formed;
however, thermodynamic calculations indicate that at 10-24 to 10-11 Pa (a
range that encompasses the pressures expected in the fuel pin) V2 0 3 is
expected to be formed. Even though conditions in the fuel pin favor the
formation of V2 0 3 (rather than V20 5 ), we believe that the oxidation-rate data
obtained in studies at 10-3 to 10 5 Pa oxygen pressure can be used to assess
the oxidation behavior of vanadium in a fuel pin by making the assumption,
supported by limited data,64 that the oxygen transport rate through a V203
layer is approximately equal to the oxygen transport rate through a V205
layer.

The preceding arguments indicate the relevance of using oxidation-rate
data for higher oxygen pressures to predict the rates of oxidation of getter
materials in fast-reactor fuel pins, The effects of both temperature and
pressure have been considered in assessing the available rate data. Figure
III-4 shows the dependence on temperature of the oxidation rates of niobium,
vanadium, and titanium at 105 Pa oxygen pressure. (Also shown in the figure
is a horizontal line at 6 x 10-8 kg m-2 s-l, which represents the rate of
formation of excess oxygen from fission at 12.3 kW/ft (40.3 kW/m) linear
power.) The stepwise shifts in the oxidation rates for vanadium and niobium
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result from the effects of temperature on the rate-determining step in the
oxidation process. Above 963 K, the V205 layer melts and drips off, and, as
a result, the oxidation rate of vanadium increases by a factor of about 103.
Between 873 and 973 K and between 1173 and 1273 K, the Nb 205 undergoes poly-
morphic phase transitions. As a result of these transitions, the oxidation
rate of niobium decreases slightly with temperature.

Available data on the oxidation rate of titanium show no dependence on
oxygen pressure up to 1173 K. Between 673 and 873 K, the oxidation rate of
niobium decreases by a factor of 100 when the pressure decreases from 105 to
102 Pa; between 973 and 1473 K, the rate decreases by a factor of 20 when the
pressure is decreased from 105 to 10 Pa. These differences were attributed
to changes in the nature of the oxide layer. The oxidation rate of vanadium,
like that of niobium, is also dependent on oxygen pressure because of the
changing nature of its oxide layer. The limited data6 5 available at pres-
sures of 10- to 10-1 Pa and temperatures -1373 K indicate that the oxidation
rates fall in the region corresponding to an extension of the lower curve for
vanadium shown in Fig. III-4.

On the basis of the considerations discussed above, the following assess-
ment was made of the oxidation races for niobium, titanium, and vanadium at
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the low oxygen pressures (<10-15 Pa) encountered in fast-reactor fuel pins.
For titanium, the rate of gettering as a function of temperature is not ex-
pected to differ significantly from the oxidation rate at 105 Pa (Fig. III-4).
For niobium, the rate of lettering is expected to be at least 20 to 100 times
less than that in Fig. III-4. For vanadium, the rate is expected to be as
high (or higher) than that indicated by an extrapolation of the lower portion
of the curve for vanadium in Fig. III-4.

These predicted rates, as a function of reciprocal temperature, are
shown in Fig. III-5. Also shown in the figure is a horizontal line denot-
ing the rate of formation of excess oxygen (6 x 10-6 kg m-2 s-1) from
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fission in fast-reactor oxide fuel pins at 12.3 kW/ft (40.3 kW/m) linear
power. At 1000 K, niobium, titanium, and vanadium will all react with oxy-
gen at a rate that is higher than the oxygen release rate; therefore, all
three metals would be suitable getters. However, on the basis of the
predicted oxidation rates at the pressures encountered in fuel pins, the
recommended order of getter suitability is V > tb > Ti. This order of suit-
ability is supported by results of recent in-pile tests to 3 at. X burnup
(P-23 series). 6 In these tests, a vanadium coating on the inner surface
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of the cladding prevented cladding attack, and a niobium coating on fuel

pellets prevented matrix attack, but allowed intergranular attack.
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